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The present work deals with the solidification behavior of hyper-eutectic Al- 

38wt%Cu alloy. Various aspects of solidification in the Al-Cu system are studied. The 

formation of channel segregates or fieckles during vertical solidification of Al-3 8wt%Cu 

alloy is simulated. The simulation is based on a mathematical mode1 of dendritic 

solidification, in which the solid plus liquid zone is modeled as an anisotropic porous 

medium of variable porosity. The alloy solidifies fkom an initial melt and proceeds until 

the alloy is completely solidified. The final macrosegregation can be predicted. 

A three zone gradient-freeze QUESTS (Queen's University Experiment on the 

Shuttle Transportation System) h a c e  was designed to carry out unidirectional 

solidification experirnents. The experiments were carrieci out under different cooling 

conditions. The temperature gradients ranged fiom 1000 to 3500 (Wm) with a constant 

cooling rate of 3.5 (Wmin), producing growth rates between 6 - 2 1 (&). The faceting 

behavior of primary A1,Cu (O) phase has been examined as a function of growth rate. 

The morphology of the A1,Cu primaries showed a transition fiom non-faceted to faceted 

crystals with decreasing growth rate. The response in both appearance and location of 

freckles to changes in cooling conditions is in good agreement at low growth rates (6 

cm/hr) onI y. The preference of channel formation on the outer surface and interior of the 



casting is greater than that normally observeci in hyper-eutectic AI-Cu alloys. It has been 

concluded that viscous stress due to natural convection disturbs the atorns, not allowing 

them to incorporate into crystals. The physical motion of nucleation sites into the bulk 

liquid due to natural convection may resüict channel growth and allow more 8 phase to 

grow. 

The segregation phenornena in the hyper-eutectic Al-Cu alloy was examined for 

both simulation and experiment. In both cases, severity of longitudinal segregation 

decreased with increasing growth rate. Simulated and experimental results were in 

agreement at low to intermediate growth rates, with the addition of lateral temperature 

gradients producing more accurate results on a local scale. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The use of alloys is common practice in most foundry processes since alloy 

additions allow a significant increase in performance over pure metals. Grain refinement, 

a phenomena producing a fine equiaxed grain structure with characteristic high strength 

at low ternperatures, is also attributed to alloy additions. A nurnber of important factors 

influence the performance of as-cast alloys. Such factors include micro- and macro- 

segregation. difision of solute at the advancing solid/liquid interface, gravity-driven 

convective flow in the liquid, and cooling conditions of the casting process. These 

conditions incorporate such parameters as the imposed temperature gradient, cooling rate, 

and casting technique. 

Natural convection and thermosolutal convection are consequences of local 

temperature differences and concentration and density differences set up at the 

solid/liquid interface due to rejection of solute into the liquid. These mechanisms can 

result in long range compositional inhomogeneities in the cast structure. Segregation 

effects resulting fiom these mechanisms play a large role in the casting industry since 

compositional variations throughout the cash produce undesirable anisotropic properties, 

affecting performance. To remedy this situation, induced fluid motion by means of 

electromagnetic stirring, or cast agitation have been applied to induce convective currents 

in the molten liquid during solidification. Such fluid motion results in a stabilizing effect 

in terms of the solidtliquid interface advancement of dendritic arrays. In the presence of 



strong convection, these forces may cause dendrite detachment in the mushy zone which 

will cany broken dendrite tips into the liquid providing more sites for nucleation and 

grain growth resulting in a more homogeneous cast structure. 

1.2 Recent Advancements 

Cornputer modeling has been used extensively in the casting industry to predict 

solidification defects due to geometrical considerations of the part being cast, with the 

emphasis on such aspects as castability and interna1 stress concentrations. Finite element 

algorithrns have been more recently used to predict the morphology of cast structures, as 

well as segregation phenomena arising fiom thennosolutal convection. One such 

investigation performed by Felicelli [ I l  on Pb-Sn alloys was to determine the occurrence 

of channels and fieckles in binary alloys, resulting from micro- and macro-segregation. 

More recently, tertiary alloys modeled in two dimensions [2], and three dimensions [3] 

have been carried out. The accuracy of such solidification models is under severe 

scrutiny since an accurate portraya1 of fluid flow during solidification conditions is 

difficult to predict. Radioactive tracer material and transparent fluids have been used to 

observe actual fluid motion during solidification, but these methods, like numerical 

simulations, m u t  be correlated with experiments of binary alloys. 

To better understand the influence of convective effects as stand alone 

phenomena, convective forces due to buoyancy-driven forces c m  be minimized by 

performing solidification experimeuts in microgravity. One way in which this is possible 

is by performing microgravity experiments aboard a NASA KC-135 research aircraft. 



This aircrafi is capable of producing 20 second periods of microgravity conditions 

(0.01g) followed by approxirnately 90 seconds of 1.8g[4]. A 20 second limit, limits the 

arnount of continuously solidified material that may be produced under such conditions. 

In order to maximize the amount of matenal, a growth rate must be determined by 

conducting numerical analyses and unit gravity experiments. This optimum growth rate is 

accompanied by a large change in longitudinal segregation at slight deviations fiom 

cooling conditions. A large amount of continuously solidified material coupled with a 

signi ficant degree of segregation is desired. Once this has been detmnined, microgravity 

experiments will produce longer microgravity samples allowing a more accurate 

determination of the effect of gravity-free convection and fluid flow on the solid/liquid 

interface stability, and degree of segregation throughout a continuous cast structure. 

1.3 Purpose/ Scope 

The main focus of this sîudy was to gain a better understanding of how gravity- 

driven convective flow and thermosolutal convection, influence the microstructure and 

segregation during directional solidification in unit gravity. A further goal was to 

determine the most appropriate solidification conditions to obtain the maximum amount 

of information concemuig the effect of the absence of gravity on solidification in a 

microgravity environment during f h u e  KC- 135 flights or space station experiments. By 

comparing the size, distribution, and rnorphology of microstmctures at different coolhg 

conditions, it is hoped that the influence of gravity or the lack thereof on these 

mechanisms may be better understood. 



Ln the present study, a three-zone gradient fieeze fumace was used to cany 

out ground based, unidirectional solidification experiments. Al-38wt%Cu alloy was 

chosen for the study and numerical simulations of experimental conditions were 

performed to determine longitudinal segregation. From these simulations a critical 

growth velocity was determined where segregation remains significant. 

The directional solidification experiments were performed at cooling 

conditions identical to numerical simulations. Longitudinal macrosegregation of the 

experimental samples were measured and compared with numerical results. The 

microstructure and morphology of the primary theta-phase resulting fiom equilibrium 

solidification conditions in hyper-eutectic Al-38wt%Cu alloys was compared on a 

qualitative level. These comparisons were used to determine the effects of varying 

process parameters during directional solidification of a two-phase alloy. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Solidification Process 

The solidification process is an important function of many manufacturing 

industries. This process allows high viscous materials to be shaped at elevated 

temperatures where the material is molten and exhibits low viscosity. Once shaped, the 

processes require a phase transformation h m  liquid to solid. Advantages include near- 

net s hape forming, reduced energy costs, improved as-cast properties, reduced was te 

fiom machining, and increased production. The underlying phenornenon of solidification 

as an atomic process has been documented over the 1st 50 years. Vast improvements in 

the understanding of this process have been achieved, allowhg researchers to improve 

cast structures by reducing defects during the solidification process. 

2.1.1 Nucleation and Thermodynamics of Solidification 

In order for solidification to take place, the material in question must be raised 

above its liquidus temperature. In the liquid phase, the mataial is very non-viscous, and 

may be poured into a mold. To initiate solidification, heat extraction fiom the melt must 



occur. By extracting heat from both the liquid phase and solid phase during solidification, 

there is a decrease in the enthaipy of the liquid or solid due to cooling, and &ere is a 

corresponding decrease in enthalpy due to the transformation firom liquid to solid [SI 

For a pure metai, solid can form when the liquid is cooled below its equilibrium 

temperature, due to the difference in fiee energy, AGw between the liquid and solid phase. 

The difference in fke energy increases with degree of undercooiing, AT, and is given by 

[61, 

AG, = - Mf AT 
T m  

where MH/ is the heat of fusion, and 7'' is the equilibrium melting temperature. 

Equilibrium conditions for alloys under similar solidification conditions are 

influenced by the presence of solute atoms in the melt. For alloys, when the criteria for 

equilibrium at TI is satisfied (i.e. the fke energy of the solid and iiquid phases are equal), 

the composition of the phases are different. Equilibrium phase diagnuns are used to 

determine these solutal differences. The Al-Cu alloy system is shown in Figure 2.1. 

The non-equilibriurn condition of undercooling dlow s nucleation to occur. 

Undercooling is required since atoms tend to lave rather than join clusters of solid 

spheres because of the smd sinface energy relative to the bulk liquid. Hence, the fke 

energy, AG, associated with homogeneous nucleation is a funciion of the change in 

volume, as well as the coupling between the liquid/solid surface energy [5], 



where r is the radius of cluster formation, T /  is the melting point of the pure solvent, and 

a is the solidlliquid interface energy. The rate of formation of nuclei, 1, may be found 

tiom, 

AG, + AG 

where AGd is the fiee energy for diffusion, kB is Boltzmann's constant, T is the 

temperature, and 4 is a pre-exponential factor represented by, 

r, = N, V, (2.4) 

where NI is the number of atoms in the liquid state, and vo is the atomic vibration 

fiequency. According to equation 2.3, the nucleation rite is very sensitive to values 

within the exponential. In order for growth to take place, the nucleation rate must be 

larger than the cooling rate. A critical nucleus, r', is achieved when rmdenrw>ling is great 

enough for cluster growth. This occurs when, 

During heterogeneous nucleation, the formation of a nucleus of critical radius may 



be catalyzed by a nurnber of physical features such as; the surface of the mold w d ,  an 

impurity particle suspend4 in the buik iiquid, or the presence of an oxi& nIm on the 

surface of the liquid. For homogeneous nucleation to OCCW, large undemolings are 

required, of the order of 100 degrees, while heterogeneous nucleation requises very littie 

undercooling due to the catalysts mentioned above. For heterogeneous nucleation, the 

surface energy of the embryo to the liquid must be considered. Thus the Gibbs free 

energy term in equation 2.3 becomes, 

The corresponding nucleation rate in equation 2.3 becomes influenced by the wetting 

angle, 8, as well as the diffusion terni. 



Atomic Percent Copper 

Al  Weight Percent Coppcr 

Figure 2.1 Ai-Cu Phase Diagram [7] 



2.1.2 Interface StabUty I Heat Flow Consideratioas 

2.1.2.1 Constitutional Supercoolhg Criterion 

The stability or instability of a movhg solid/liquid inteiface depends highly on the 

solute-nch boundary layer that builds up in front of the solidifjmg interface, as weil as 

the direction of heat flow. Figure 2.2 shows a solute rich layer built up in front of a 

mwùig interface, with the liquid composition king a maximum at Cdk. The 
b 

composition in front of the interface decreases with increasing distance and is given by, 

where Co is the initial alloy concentration, k is the equilibrium distribution coefficient, R is 

the rate of interface movement, z is the distance in front of the interface, and DL is the 

diffusion coefficient in the liquid. The conesponding thickness of the solute nch layer, a,, 

may be taken as the equivalent boundary layer given by, 

As the interface advances, solute is rejected if the solubility of the solute in the solid is 

lower than that in the liquid. After a significant period of tirne, the concentration 

distribution becornes time dependent. In general, the rate of rejection of solute is 
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proportional to the growth rate, and as uidicated in Figure 2.2. As the growth rate 

increases, the boundary layer becornes less prominent. The rejected solute must be 

transfmed away from the interface, producing a steeper concentration gradient leading t O 

phenornena such as segregation. 

For ailoys, the change in concentration gradient ahead of the interface will affect 

the liquidus temperature, Tl , in the following manner [SI, 

where To is the equilibrium temperature, m is the liquidus slope, and Ci is the iiquid 

concentration. Figure 2.3 represents a solute boundary build-up, and shows how 

constitutional supercooling determines interface stability. The liquidus temperature 

increases with increasing distance fiom the interface as indicated by equation 2.9. This 

temperature profile represents the local equilibrium temperature for solidification. The 

applied temperature gradient, GL,, causes a heat t h  at varying volume elements in front 

of the interface, and the corresponding temperature, T,, must also be determineci and 

compared with the equilibrium temperature. T, m u t  be less than 7'' at the solid/liquid 

interface to drive solidification. If the gradient of T, is less than the gradient of TI, an 

undercooled region will occin; leading to perturbations on the solid/Liquid interface as 

shown in Figure 2.3 (d). Therefore, for alloys, the inteiface is constitutionally 

supercooled when [SI, 



Higher temperahue gradients given by equation 2.10 result in a planar interface, while 

lower temperature gradients result in a pemirbed interface. Stable, plane front 

solidification occurs when the interface is exactly at the equilibriurn liquidus temperature, 

and where every point ahead of the interface is at a temperature above the liquidus 

temperature. 

Upon the introduction of a perturbation at the solidfliquid interface, the local 

temperature gradient in the melt increases. For dloys, the local concentration gradient 

will subsequently becorne steeper and therefore the liquidus temperature gradient will 

increase. Al1 these factors help preserve the supercooling criterion. 



Figure 2.2 Steady-State Boundary Layer at a Plana. SolidlLiquid Interface [5 ]  



DISTANCE, c' + 

O 
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Figure 2.3 Constitutional Supermling in alloy solidification- (a) Phase Diagram, (b) 
solute-enriched layer in fiont of liquid-soiid interface, (c) stable interface, 
(d) unstable interface. [8] 



2.2.1 Denciritic Growth 

The formation of dendritic crystals during directiod solidification of alloys is a 

common occurrence. For aligned dendritic growth to occur, the heat flow out of the melt 

and the corresponding isothems m u t  be constrained in a single direction. This allows 

dendritic trunks to grow in the opposite direction to heat flow. When heat flows fiom the 

crystal to the melt, the dendrites may grow as quickly as the imposed undercooling 

permits. This morphology is known as equiaxed dendritic. The cellular to dendritic 

transition occun when the growth rate of the solidfliquid interface increases, and cellular 

formation lads to the appearance of side branching as is indicated in Figure 2.4. Cells 

first form when a planar solid/liquid interface initially breaks dom due to such causes as 

grain boundaries, impurities, or a fluctuation in growth rate. As the rate of dendritic 

growth increases, crystallographic limitations influence the direction of growth dong a 

specific crystallographic direction, while cellular growth is controlled solely by the 

direction of heat rernoval. 

A number of theones to describe dendritic growth have been developed to yield 

growth velocity/ supercooling relatiouships in an attempt to predict dendrite morphology. 

Most theones differ in dendrite geometry assumptions. For example, Kun and Fisher 

[ 5 ]  use a hemispherical cap to represent the tip of a pwing deadrite, leading to the 
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following relationship, 

where r,, is the radius of the hemispherical cap, AT', is the liquidus - solidus range at Co, 

and AS,,, is the entropy of fusion. Other theories proposed by Horvay and Cahn [9] use a 

parabolic dendrite tip with elliptical cross section. Nash and Glicksman [IO] developed a 

non-linear analysis which eliminated the need for a defined geometry since the flux 

conditions and capillarity were applied to every point on the face yielding a non- 

constrained dendrite shape as part of the solution. Approximations made by these 

theories neglect the overlapping of diffusion fields around closely spaced dendrites during 

growth. More recent developments have been made by Hunt & Lu [Il], who used 

numerical simulations to predict œll and deadrite spacings, undercoolings, and the 

transition between structures, given specific cooling conditions. Predictions were 

cornpared with experimental results, indicathg g d  agreement, although spacing 

predictions at hi& Peclet values indicate deviations nom experiment. 

Dendrite ami spacings control mechanical propdes of cast structures. Generally 

speaking, fine dendritic structures produce superior properties in terms of tensile strength 

and ductility [12]. Unsteady-state heat flow predictions are important since most 

industrial solidification processes occur in this manner. A number of equations have been 

proposed to relate dendrite spacings to growth conditions. Kurz and Fisher [5] proposed 
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that the primary dendrite spacing, 2, be given by. 

4.3 (A TO &a) 
il, = ~ " 3  ~ 0 . 5  A sZ25 

indicating that a change in temperature gradient, G, has 

(2.1 2) 

a greater eEect on primary 

spacing, than a change in growth rate, R. This result has been recently modified by 

Bouchard & Kirkaldy [13] who proposed a change in primary spacing aiter formation 

(npening), leading to the relation, 

where Go is a normalized temperature gradient with a value of 600 Wcm, E is a surface 

tension scalar value equal to 6, and Co is the mole fraction of solute. The pnmary spacing 

is now equally dependent upon growth velocity and temperature gradient, yielding a 

better approximation to unsteady-state heat flow conditions. 

Secondary dendrite a m  spacings are also an important parameter in dendritic 

growth, since they reflect local solidification conditions. Kattamis and Fleming [14] 

proposed that the secondary dendrite spacing, &, is given by 



where M is given by, 

and I /  is the local solidification the, and Ce is the eutectic composition. Bouchard and 

Kirkaldy [ 1 31 c o n h e d  that equation 2.14 provided accurate measurements of secondary 

dendnte spacings for a number of materiais, and therefore, in calfirated form similar to 

equation 2.1 3, the equation baomes, 





2.2.2 Faceted Growth 

The growth rate of a crystal is determined by three main factors, specifically; the 

kinetics of atom attachrnent to the interface, capillarity effects, and the diffusion of heat 

and mas .  Faceted growth occurs by the formation and spreading of lateral planes. High 

index planes accept atoms readily and therefore grow quickly, as opposed to the slow 

growth of low-index planes. The high index planes will disappear leaWig the growth of 

the crystal bounded by the low-index planes. 

Faceted structures are usually fomed in materials with a high entropy of fusion, 

or in the case of alloys, with high entropies of solution. This is a consequence of the 

difference in structure and bonding between the solid and liquid phases. The large 

d i f f m c e  in structure restricts bonding to the solid, and therefore growth is more 

difficult, and requires additional kinetic undermling. Facet formation is also influenced 

by crystallography, interface temperature, melt composition, and impurity absorption. 

The major dendrite direction for faceted materials is generally the axis of a pyramid whose 

sides are the most closely packed plmes (i.e. (11 1) for BCC, FCC, and (0001) for 

hexagonal), as in Figure 2.5. Growth directions may be influenad by overlapping 

diffusion fields or by modest fluid flow. in directional solidification, the most favorable 

direction for growth is the prefmed dendrite direction for two reasons; (1) high tip 

temperatures encourage ma i .  stem growth over side branches, (2) the preferred growth 



direction provides the most favorable path for heat extraction through the mushy zone. 

If we assume a cubic crystal is gmwing in an undercooled melt, then the crystal is 

dissipating heat into the melt. Due to the geometry of the crystal, heat diffuses more 

readily at the corners than nea. the center of the crystal. Steps will occur at the corners 

more readily with a constant velocity, which decreases as the local undercooling 

decreases. Figure 2.6 indicates the growth of such a facet. 

A faceted crystal represents a stabilized interface that deters the breakdown of an 

advancing interface. A relation for the stability criterion of a growing facet has been 

proposed by Keith, and Padden [15], such that, 

where rf is the approximate radius of the facet. Under such conditions, large amounts of 

undercooling are required to breakdown the interface. Also, a small facet radius indicates 

a stable interface, but as the relation approaches unity, we expect the corner effect to 

occur resulting in faceted dendrites. 

In order to predict the morphology of metailic systems which are prone to both 

faceted and non-faceted morphologies, Jackson [16], proposed the followhg relation 

based on entropy of fusion values. 



Values of a<2 indicate a trend toward non-faceted (dendritic) growth, since such values 

represent less than half of the possible sites bang filled, resulting in the growth of high 

index planes. For ~ 2 ,  a move toward faceted growth occurs since most sites are filied, 

restricting growth to low-index plmes. Jackson s analysis was based on a number of 

assurnptions restricting the analysis to equilibnum conditions at the soliMiquid interface 

using a nearest neighbor bond model at the eutectic temperature. Cahn [17] extendeci 

Jackson's analysis by considering the steady state distribution of ail possible interface 

configurations. Results suggest that temperature as well as the dependence of a on the 

interface orientation influence the facet to non-facet transition. Cahn's caiculation of a 

cntical undercooling for facet / non-facet transition is, 

where g' is the interface diffiseness. Equation 2.19 suggests that all metals facet at midl 

undercoolings. Temkin [18] expanded this model to include multiple atomic laym and 

found that materials with (;1<2 have much smoother interfaces than materiais with @S. 

Came1 et al. [19] developed a model that incorporates the effect of temperature, buik 

chernical interactions, and interfacial absorption. His model predicted that &Cu facets 

grow when present in a Cu-rich liquid, but has non-faceted growth at the eutectic 

composition. This structural transition highly depends on the volume fraction dong with 



the kinetic undercooling as show in Figure 2.7. When the driving force is smaii, 

dislocation steps, such as screw dislocations, or twin plane re-entrant edges (TPRE) as 

shown in Figure 2.8, may aid growth. 

Al-Cu al lo ys may exhibit many different microstructures depending on; the 

growth mechanisms of the phases, the temperature gradient in the liquid, alloy 

composition, and degree of convection in the melt. Faceting only occurs when the 

interface curvature of the facet phase is convex with respect to the solid, and when the 

interface is tangent to the faceting phase [6]. Macrofacets may forrn parallel to the 

interface when growth exhibits a non faceted / non faceted morphology extending out 

several spacings. When large volume fiaction of primary phase is present, growth 

restrictions due to faceting lead to the formation of a compositional boundary layer ahead 

of the soliMiquid interface. With further reduction in the facering phase, ceus wiii not 

form, and the alloy will grow in a non-faceted morphology. 



fl111 PLANE 

( t l l )  PLANE 

Figure 2.5 Schematic diagram of dendrite tip for growth of cubic materials in the 
< 100> direction. (a) Faceted, (b) Non-Faceted. [8] 

Figure 2.6 Schematic representation of the growth of a faceted dendrite [6]. 
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Kinttic undercooling 

Figure 2.7 The variation of growth velocity with undercooling for continuous growth 
(non-facet material) and lateral growth (facet material). [6]. 



TWIN PLANE RE-ENTRANT EDCE 

WIN PLANES ATOMIC P U E S  

Figure 2.8 The presence of defect structure increases the rnobility of a faceted plane 
by energetically favoring the deposition of atoms at the defect sites; (a) 
twin plane re-entrant edges; (b) screw dislocation. [4]. 



2.3 Eutectic Solidification 

Eutectic solidification occurs when two or more phases grow simultaneously h m  

a bulk liquid. To classi@ eutectic microstmctwes, one must analyze such factors as the 

solidification conditions, and the volume fraction of phases present. 

2.3.1 Regular Eutectics 

Regular eutectic solidification occurs in alloys where both phases have low 

entropy of fusion, such as in most metallic systems. The volume hction may also play 

a role in the final morphology, shce alloys with volume ûactions ranging between O and 

21% produce fibrous structures while compositions between 28% and 50% produce 

lamellar structures. Regular eutectics are therefore associated with non-facethg alloy 

systems. 

For lamellar eutectics, the same larnellar structure may exist for several centimeters 

with a predictable orientation in relation to each phase. This orientation exists since 

eutectic alloys exhibit s m d  interphase spacings on the order of one tenth the size of 

dendrite tninks. A large total interfacial energy exists between phases. To minimize this 

energy, certain crystallographic relations develop. 

If we consider an alloy of exact eutectic composition growing with a plane front 



and slightly c w e d  lamellae. When the a phase grows, it rejects B atoms into the liquid. 

Also, the growing phase wiil reject A atoms into the liquid. A lateral diffusion gradient 

transfers the atoms across the interface to sustain growth of the other phase. As a 

consequence, this lateral diffusion field decreases the long range solute buildup in fkont of 

the interface. 

Jackson and Hunt [20] provideci a quantitative treatment of regular eutectic 

growth by considering the steady-state directional growth equation. 

From equation 2.20, they derived the following relationships for the total solidlliquid 

interface undercooling, 

where Kr and Kc are constants dependent on the alloy system. This result allows 

quantitative microstnicniral determination based on growth conditions and undercooling. 



2.3.2 Irregular Eutectics 

Irregular eutectics are characterized by random orientations of primary phase with 

respect to the growth direction. Irregular growth occurs when a>2 for the primary phase 

(faceting), and usually occurs under low growth rate conditions with hyper-eutectic 

compositions. This is due to an increase the local concentration gradient of the faceting 

phase, ahead of the inteiface which prornote ce11 formation [6]. 

The average lamellar spacing of irregdar eutectics is much large than regular 

eutectics because the anisotropic growth of the faceting phase is much more restricted to 

crystallographic directions. Any change in gowth direction, or a branching of the phase, 

will be accompanied by large undercooling at the interface causing instability. The 

branching mechanism in F i p  2.9 is due to depressions at the solid/Liquid interface, 

which become non-isothennal in character. 



Figure 2.9 A schematic diagnmi of the growth of an irregular flake structure showing 
A,,,,-,, and km correspondhg to branching. [6]. 



2.4 Segregation 

During the solidification ofbinary alloys, the solid composition that forms, Cs, is 

related to the iiquid composition by the equili'brium distribution coefficient in the 

fol10 wing manner, 

and is a characteristic of the alloy system in question. The equilibrium distribution 

coefficient, k, is detemùned h m  the phase diagram of an ailoy, and is illustrated in Figure 

2.10. This relationship will lead to compositional variations in solidified dloys known as 

segregation, as well as the appeantnce of different growth morphologies which depend on 

the solute distribution in the liquid ahead of the soiid/liquid interface, diffusion processes 

in the solid and liquid, and convection in the liquid. 

Quantitative analysis of segregation is detennined on two distance scales. 

Microsegregation refers to the concentration differences over mal1 scale distances such as 

cells, dendrites, and precipitates. Macrosegregation refers to compositional variations 

over distances equivalent to the cast limits. Microsegregation is mainly a consequence of 

solute diffusion in the solid and liquid, while macrosegregation is a result of flow in the 

interdendri tic liquid leading to mass transport over large distances. 



Figure 2.10 Hypo-eutectic region of an equilibrium phase diagram. [2 11. 

2.4.1 Microsegregation 

In order to predict mimsegregation in alloy systerns, a local solute redistribution 

equation was developed by Bower, Brody, and Flemings [22]. Figure 2.1 1 depicts a 

volume element representing the protnision of celis into the b d k  liquià, where the 

intercel1ula.r liquid becornes increasiogly enriched in solute with distance fkom the ce11 tips. 

By determinkg the overall mass balance for solute in the volume elemeng and assrrming 

solute flow is by diffusion only, dong with equal solid and liquid densities, the solute 
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redistribution equation is, 

c, = k c a [ ~ + ( - )  k-1 k - I  1 - fs)"-o ] 
wheref, is the volume fiaction of solid, and a is given by, 

where L is the system size. Figure 2.12 shows mimsegregation results for an Al- 

4.5wtWu alloy when equation 2.24 is varied. 

By ignoring the a parameter at low thamal gradients, and assuming complete 

rnixing, equation 2.23 reduces to the Scheil equation, 

C; = k ~ o ( l - f J " '  (2.25) 

with the assumptions that the partition coefficient, k, is constant, the composition of the 

liquid is uniform in the volume &ment, and that diffusion in the solid is negligible [23]. 

For systems in which a eutectic phase rnay fonn, equation 2.25 may be used to 

predict the volume fiaction of eutectic phase, f, present by, 

The maximum composition corresponds to kC,. Therefore, once this composition is 



reached, the remaining interceiiuiar liquid wili solidify with a eutectic composition. Such 

results have been obtained for Ai-Cu alloys with very smali hctions of second phase in 

the initial alloy [23]. 

Since the orignal Brody-Flemings mode1 did not conserve solute at hi& "a" 

values, a modified back diffusion parameter, a ', was proposed by Clyne and Kun [24] to 

take into account the back diffusion during solidification shrllikage, assuming the intediace 

rnorphology is a parabolic function of tirne. The modified a ' parameter is, 

where; 

n - L 2 a  k , p = l - k  , Cs = k Cl 

Modified a ' parameters range h m  O to 0.5, and equation 2.28 cannot readily predict the 

final solute distribution profile in the solid because it changes with tirne when a>0. 

Therefore only the end concentration = 1) represents a measurable value. Kobayashi 

[25] developed an exact analytical solution to rnicrosegregation problems, rdt ing  in 

accurate numerical calculations of the solidification microstructure of cast alloys. (see 

appendix A) 
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Figure 2.1 1 Solute redistribution in cellular growth. [8] 



Figure 2.12 Microsegregation in cellular solidification. Plot represents microsepgation 
for an Al-4.5%Cu alloy. [8] 

2.4.2 Macrosegregation 

Mass movement of enriched ïiqud within the mushy zone causes long-range 

segregation. The mechanisms that drive this movement are [26]; 

1 .  solidification contraction; 

2. effect of gravity on density différences causeû by phase or compositional 



changes; 

3. extemal, centrifiigal, or electromagnetic forces; 

4. formation of gas bubbles; 

5. de formation of solid phase due to thermal stress and static pressure; 

6 .  capillary force; 

Various types of macrosegregation results have ken detennined in the literature, yielding 

a number of quantitative factions of rnamsegregation phenornena; narnely, normal 

segregation, inverse segregation, gravity segregation and channel formation. 

2.4.2.1 Normal Segregation 

Normal segregation is detemillied by motion of solute parailel to the direction of 

solidification. The average concentration across an entire cross-section of sample in 

successive positions is used to detamine normal segregation, which results in a single 

curve relating the distance from the start of solidification, to the concentration of solute, 

as shown in Figure 2.13. The degree of nomial segregation determined from these curves 

depends on the equilibrium distribution coefficient, k, the rate of solidification, R, the 

amount of mixing by fluid motion, and the geometry of the cast. 

During plane front solidification, the initially solidified portion has an 

approximate composition kC, which increases with time due to diffunon as the solute 

advances. The degree of nomal segregation may be describeci by [26], 



where kqis the effective distribution coefficient given by, 

From equation 2.30, the degree of normal segregation increases with decreasing growth 

rate, R, and increases with decreasing boundary layer thickness 6,. In turn, the boundary 

layer thickness is dependent on the liquid flow, where as flow intensity increases, 

boundary layer thic kness decreases. 
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Figure 2.13 Macrosegregation of an Al-SO%Cu sampIe [4]. 



2.4.2.2 Inverse Segregation 

Inverse segregation is caused by the motion of solute enricheci liquid in a direction 

opposite to the movernent of the solidification front. This phenornena results from 

solidification shrinkage and surface exudation. inverse segregation produces solidification 

curves where a hi& concentration of solute is present in regions that solidified earlier 

rather than later. 

Inverse segregation at the chill face was initially developed by Schiel [27] for 

unidirectional solidified ingots. The theory was further extended by Kirkaldy and 

Y oudelis [28] to include segregation along the length of the ingot, and further extended b y 

Flemuigs et al [29, 30, 311 to include macrosegregation in ingots solidified with bi- 

directional heat flow and with non-uniform cross sections. More recent developments 

have been made by Cahoon [32],  to concentration gradient influence in fiont of the 

advancing solidlliquid interface, along with numerical simulations by Reddy and 

Beckennann [33], and Chang and Stephansen [34] to mode1 the influence of shrinkage on 

resulting convective flow fields. The origuial Schiel equation used to calculate chill face 

inverse segregation is [32], 



where MsE is the mass of solute in the primary dendrites, Mu is the mass of liquid 

eutectic at the eutectic temperature, CsE is the concentration of primary dendrites at the 

eutectic temperature, Ca is the concentration of liquid eutectic at the eutectic 

temperature, and AE is a eutectic contraction coefficient defineci as, 

where v s ~  is the specific volume of the solid eutectic and VU is the specific volume of the 

liquid eutectic. 

Cahoon re-evaluated inverse segregation theory with updated phase diagram data 

for the Al-Cu systern, and specific volume information to conclude that predicted values 

of chill-face segregation are considerabl y higher than previous experimental results . B y 

assuming a concentration gradient present in the liquid at the solidlliquid interface of the 

form, 

and substituting the equilibrium distribution coefficient with the effective distribution 

coefficient, experimental and theoretical values agree to a greater extent 

Recent numerid studies have been employed to detennine the effect of 

solidification contraction on inverse segregation using numerical methods. Chang and 

Stephanescu [34] proposed a two-dimensional mode1 for inverse segregation. They 

assumed the interdendritic liquid was driven by thermal and solutal buoyancy, and by 
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solidification contraction. This mode1 has been shown to agee well with theoretical 

inverse segregation models demonstrated by Kato and Cahwn [35], as weil as with 

experimentai values obtained for a Ai-4%Cu alloy, shown in Figure 2.14. 

) .  ... - Calculated 

O 10 20 30 40 50 
Distance From Chill, mm 

Figure 2.14 Cornparison of the calculated solute distribution and experimental data in a 
directionaily solidifiecl Al-4.00hCu casting. [34] 



2.4.3 Channel Segregatlon / Convective Effects 

Segregation due to gravity occm when solid or liquid phases, float or senle within 

a cast (also known as sedimentation). The varying chanical compositions of each phase 

can cause density changes in the liquid, rdting in convection currents. This convection 

current may transport large amounts of solute, great distances relative to the size of the 

cast. In cooperation with the gravity force, mal1 temperature gradients within the liquid 

provide a significant driving force for liquid convection. In order to measw convective 

mixing in a liquid, the dimensionless Raleigh number, Ra , is used which represents the 

ratio of buoyancy forces to viscous forces in the liquid [6], 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, f i  is the coeficient of thermal expansion, R ' is 

the radius of the fùlly liquid region, a is the thermal difiivity, and v is the kinematic 

viscosity. When the temperature gradient ex& a critical value on the order of 10 

"C/crn, significant thermal pulses at the interface resulting in non-steady state interface 

movement leading to an increase in mean effective partition ratio dong the lmgth of the 

sample. Themial convection wili enhance mass transfer at the solidlliquid interface, 

reducing the stagnant boundary layer. Another effect is to cause a vertical temperature 



gradient in horizontal crystal growth that alters the interface position (i.e. not exactly 

vertical). Other phenornena such as inverse segregation are a result of relatively low 

velocity fluid flow within the interdendritic liquid. 

A generd macrosegregation equation was f h t  proposed by Flemings [8], 

where j; is the volume fraction of liquid, 0 is the shrinkage factor, V is the interdendritic 

flow velocity, and Z is the rate of temperature change. Under the assumption that solid 

densities remain constant (liquid densities may Vary, negligiile diffusion with no pore 

formation), the interdendritic flow velocity is given by, 

where K is the permeability, P is the pressure, p is the viscosity, and h is the mushy 

zone height. Assurning a binary alloy with partition coefficient, k < 1, interdenchitic flow 

will change the fiaction of liquid at a given liquid composition. Flow from cold to hot 

regions increases the liquid fiaction and therefore increases the average composition, 

yielding positive segregation. While, flow h m  hot to cold regions decreases the iiquid 

kaction, decreasing the average composition, yielding negative segregation. 

Density diffefences arise from solute rejection during solidification known as 

natural convection. Even in the most stabilized solidification configuration (i.e. vertical 
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solidification upward, positive temperature gradient, no stining), convection c m  occur if 

the solute nch liquid rejected at the interface is sufficiently buoyant. A condition for 

liquid stability is that the liquid at dl times contains a negative density gradient such that, 

where p, is the density of the liquid, and /3, is the coefficient of solutal expansion. 

Instability may still occur when equation 2.37 is met if the solute gradient is de-stabilizing 

and the thermal gradient is stabilizing. in such a case, a mal1 amount of fluid is displaced 

upward so that it maintains its solute concentration, but increases in temperature, and 

therefore may become more buoyant. 

Gravity driven convective flow has been studied extensively for the Al-Cu 

system, where liquid density differences present within a denciritic array provide an 

additional driving force for fluid flow. In Al-CU alloys, the colder, solute rich liquid is 

denser, causing flow lines shown in Figure 2.15. As the component of fluid flow in the 

growth direction ùicreases beyond the isotherm velocity, each element of metal interacts 

with hotter regions as it flows. These elements will change in temperature and thus 

composition, which may melt channels into the interdenciritic region. Irregular melting 

will decrease the resistance to flow, pfoducing increased flow, dong with increased re- 

melting. Added re-melting lads to flow instability and thus highly segregates channels in 

the mushy zone. in order for channel formation to occur, the following relation must be 



High flow rates within the chaanels may force solute rich liquid into the bulk liquid region 

leading to severe macrosepgation. Solute that decreases the liquid density during 

solidification will promote channel formation, while a solute that increases liquid density 

will suppress channel formation. 

Recent research into channel segregation caused by naturai convection has been 

conducted by a number of researchers. DuPouy et al [36] conducted directional 

solidification experiments on a numba of Al-Cu alloys under varying solidification 

conditions in both unit gravity and rnicrogravity. Initial results indicate that three 

different types of macrosegcegation correspond to three different convective modes 

controlled by the orientation of the solutal density @ent in the interdendritic liquid 

relative to the gravity vector, independent of the deasity gradient in the bulk liquid. From 

the above, DuPouy developed a g e n d  criterion for the transition fiom diffusive to 

convective transport conditions, 



where Y' is the mean interdendritic flow velocity. The dirnensionless parameter, T, gives 

a measure of the effect of interdendritic flow on segregation. Whea the flow is parallel to 

the isotherms, no segregation will occur. 

Hong et al [37] and Cahoon et al [38] perfonned fiirther microsüuctural and 

segregation comparisons. For the hyper-eutectic Al-Cu system, maaosegregation results 

similar to those of DuPuoy et al [36] were found, where samples solidified in unit gravity 

exhibited maximum segregation amounts on the order of 4 to 6 wt%Cu. Such results were 

attributed to convective transport, although in some cases, segregation was due to 

sedirnentation during melting. Macrosegregation studies made by Ojha et al [39] on Pb-Sb 

alloys indicate that thennosolutal convection caused by the buildup of low density solute 

at the tips of the dendritic array produced longitudinal segregation. A parameter to 

indicate the intensity of this convection was developed, 

Ig(Ct- Co) DL/RCO]"' (2.40) 

where C, is the solute concentration at the dendrite tips. Comparing this parameter to the 

effective partition coefficient, the effective partition coefficient was found to decrease 

with increasing convection, and rernain at unity in the absence of convection. Ojha et al 

[39] concluded that convection is caused by the density inversion ahead of the dendritic 

array, in the overlying melt. Mixing of the interdendritic and bulk melt during directionai 

solidification w as responsible for the O bserved longitudinal macrosegregation. 



Figure 2.15 Influence of fluid flow on horizontal directional solidification, calcdated 
flow lines for an A l 4 3  5%Cu alloy. [6] 



CEW'TERIII 

NUMERICAL METLTOD AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

3.1 introduction 

Over the past few years, a computer program bas been developed by Felicelii et al 

[ 1 -3,401 that simulates the dendritic solidification process of a binary alloy. The algorithrns 

are based on a mathematical model for freckle formation and macrosegregation due to 

convection phenornena. The solidfiquid zone is simulatecl as an anisotropic medium of 

variable porosity, where the penneabilityof the porous medium dependson the dendrite am 

spacing and fraction of solid in the mushy zone. 

In the present work, modeling of hyper-eutectic Al-38wt%Cu alloy was performed 

using the model as developed by Feiiceiü. An IBM RSdOûû computer was used for the 

cornputations located at the University of Manitoba academic computing network. In order 

to determine the conditions under which convective effects lead to decreased 

macrosegregation, initial simulations were perfonned with v-g thermal parameters. The 

numerical simulations were compared with data obtained h m  physical experiments 

performed at the University of Manitoba's metaiîiirpicai laboratory in the Department of 

Mechanical and Industrial ikgineering. The followhg review summarizes the numerical 

model written by Felicelli et al [1-3,401, and is meant to be a theoretical ovewiew of the 

computer code dong with its limitations and benefits. The review is followed by prelirninary 



simulation results, dong with detailed examinations of those simulations. 

3.2 Mathematical Mode1 

The mathematical mode1 developed by FeliceIli and employed in this study is 2- 

dimensional and may be used for any binary-alloy melt undergohg directional solidification. 

Initially, a liquid binary alloy is contained in a rectangular mold, where Hr is the height of 

the container, and w is the width of the container, as show in Figure 3.1 . The sample is 

cooled at the base with a specificmling rate. Convection is induced by prescribing a random 

maximum perturbationof O.Swt% in the concmtion field at the initiation of solidification. 

The system evolves undisturbed thereafter. The perturbation has the following fom, 

Cl = Co (1 + 0.005r) 

where - 15 5 1 and r is chosen using a random number generator. 

A chi11 face is induced at the bottom of the domain, and the presmied gravity vector 

may take on any orientation or magnitude desired. The alloy solidifies, f o d n g  a dendritic 

zone that advanced upwards until the initial melt is completel y soiid. The dendritic zone is 

free to form with no predetermined size or shape since the goveming equations are valid 

throughout the entire domain, and no internai boundary conditions are necasary. The 

growth process is calculated by solving the fully coupled equations of momentum, energy, 

and solute transport indicated in Appendix B. 





The numerical model must maintain thennodyaamic coustraints dictated by the phase diagram 

of the alloy, with the following assumptions: 

1. M y  solid and liquid phases may be present; Le., no formation of pores; 

2. the flow is two-dimensional and laminar and the solid phase remains stationary; 

3. the solid and liquid phases have equal themal properties and densities; 

4. there is no diffusion of solute in the solid phase; 

5. the density is constant except in the buoyancy term of the momentum equations; and 

6. the mushy zone is treated as a porous medium with anisotropic permeability. 

The fluid velocities are the superficial velocity components, defineci as, 

u = # u r  p w = # ~  (3 -2) 

where 0 is the volume hction of interdenàritic liquid, and ul and w, are the components 

of interdendritic fluid velocities. 

A number of other relations are needed to define the continuum model for the 

solidification process. Implicit in the two momenhim equations (B. 1 ,B.2) of Appendk B is an 

expression of the form 

P = &[l - B, (T - Td - B.(C - cd] (3.3) 

present in the body force terms where p is the r d t i n g  density, po is the reference density, TR 

is the reference temperature, and C, is the referma solute concentration. A fùrther relation 
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between the average total solute concentration, C, and the solute concentration in the liquid is 

required, 

C=# CI + ( l  -WC (3.4) 

where Cs is the local solute concentration in the solid. Since the mode1 allows for 

microsegregation in the solid, rs is not uniform, and is given by: 

Using equation 3.5, equation 3.4 cm be rewriaen as 

- 
C=,,+I 

w here, 



3.3 Numerical Scheme 

The solution scheme is based on the rectanpuiar bilinear Lagcangian element. The 

computational algorithm rnakes use of standard Petrov-Galerkinpenalty function fornuldon 

to eliminate the pressure variable from the differential equations [LI. All variables are 

interpolated using bilinear isoparametric shape f'unctions, with time integration of these 

equations performed in a backward implicit scherne. 

3.3.1 Boundary Conditions 

The boundary conditions Unplernented by the program consist of temperature and 

velocity constraints. The foilowing two conditions or combination for temperature, or 

combination thereof may be implernented at any boundary: 

1 .  a prescribed heat flux, q, 

where E is the specific heat capacity, and n is the unit outward normal vector. 

2. a prescribed temperature, T, with correspondhg temperature loss dependent on 

the cooling rate, r, 



T = T i - r  f (3 *9) 

where T, is the initial prescribed temperature at the given node. Implied velocity boundary 

conditions associated with the momenhim equations are no-slip at solid boudaries; Le., u 

= w = O, which also includes solidified regions in the domain. Additionai convective and 

mass transport limitations may be implemented depending on the velocity boundary 

conditions. The following two velocity boundary conditions may be applied to the domain: 

1. assuming a very ta11 (open) container, the normal stress dong the top boundaxy 

is zero, yielding: 

where Pr is the Prandtl number, and Hz is the top of the container 

2. Assurning the top boundary to be an undeforniable free surface, the boundary 

conditions are: 

A consequence of the tall container assumption is that a balance of diffusive and 

convective transport almg the boundary must occur so that the followhg equation is 

satisfied at the top boundary. 



A consequence of the fiee surface condition is that no transfer of solute mass is 

allowed at an undeforrnable fie surface and thus: 

For ail simulations, a closed top boundas, situation is irnplernented since results 

m u t  match real-life experimentai data as closely as possible. Interactions with the container 

top are inevitable once the mushy zone has progressed to a point where there is no hlly 

liquid region remaining in the domain. 

3.3.2 Mesh Size Determination 

There are two specific conditions that must be met when determining the 

computational grid for this program. These conditions are: 

1. To properly resolve the formation and evolution of channels, Felicelli et al. [3] 

have detennined that dining the simulation of fiecicles, the mesh resolution must be 

lmm or less. For slowiy solidifjhg conditions, the length scale is of the order 500 

jun and therefore a fine mesh spacing is required in the vertical direction, an 

important factor if proper tesoiution of the c h a ~ e l s  is desired Studies [4O,4 1 ] have 



also f o n d  that channels will develop under similar thermal conditions irrespective 

of the size of the domain. Calculations in large domains with coarse meshes are 

possible, but the occurrence of channels could be missed, and the mamsegregation 

computed in this way could exhibit a large error. 

2. There must be enough nodes to adequately resolve the distribution of the volume 

fraction of liquid in the mushy zone. 

3.3.3 Time Step Determination 

Calculations are performied using a constant t h e  step, where the following stability 

conditions must be met: 

1 .  Convection terms are treated explicitly; therefore, 

2. the body force term is treated explicitiy; thus, 



where RaT is the thamal Raleigh number, RQ is the solutal Raleigh number, and Sc 

is the Schmidt number. 

3. to keep computation time to a minimum, At should be chosen where no more than 

three iterations are needed for convergence within a time step. 

3.4 Solution Algorithm 

Once al1 boundary conditions, domah size, mesh resolution, and time step size have 

been determined the solidification model, as dehed by equations in Appendix B, is solved 

sequenîially, and iterations are perfomed to reach convergence at each tirne step. 

The following steps are performed at each node in the mesh [40]: 

n = O; b, wo, To, etc. are known (initial conditions). 

Time step n+l ; 4 , + 1 =  t, + At 

lteration i+ 1 

Set 



wherecr (~2: ) is obtained h m  the liquidus line in the phase diagram. 

S. ~alculat@ E, fiom equation 3.16 in the form; 

For nodes in which O < @El c 1, compute ri:', from equation 3.7. 

9. ~ o r n ~ u t e C ' , , ~  . 

1 O. ~ecalculat4 LIl h m  equation 3.1 6. 

n = n + l  

go to step 2. 

Else 

i = i +i 

go to step 3. 

End if 

During each tirne increment, steps 3 to 11  are solved iteratively until convergence in $ is 

achieved. Note that the velocities are calculateci only once per time step because they have 

negligible sensitivity to small changes in the rest of the dependent variables [l]. At the end 

of each tirne step, the concentration in the solid is dculated using equation (3.5). This 
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integral cm be positive or negative dependingon whetherthe elementundergoes solidification 

or remelting. For solidification, the calculation is performed using (3 .9 ,  but if remelting 

occurs, 7. must be calculated h m  the solidification history which consists of saved values 

for fi and Ï. Because it is impossible to predict where or when remelting occurs, the 

microsegregation cuve must be saved for every node in the mesh. Other phenomena such 

as shruikage of the cast, or the movement of newly fonned dendrites within the iiquid are not 

taken into account. These phenomena have been addressed in other solidification models 

[42,43]. Recently, the present solidification mode1 has been expanded by Feliceili to include 

three-dimensional modeling of ternary alloys, but will not be irnplemented due to the large 

computation times that would be required for the domain size irnplemented in this study. 



3.5 Initiai Simulation Conditions 

Initial simulations involving changes in velocity were implemented to determine the 

e ffects on segregation. Random perturbations hitiated convection, with a constant 

solidification rate, and variable temperature gradients to produce variable solidification 

speeds. The Al-3 8wt%Cualloy was selectedsince considerableresearch has been conducted 

and thus experimentaldata is readily available for cornparison. Also, significant in this alloy 

selection is the primary 0 phase formation (AlzCu) with a composition of about 53wt%Cu. 

The liquid at the solidAiquid interface is enriched in Al, and is l e s  dense than the bulk liquid. 

This liquid will tend to nse during solidification and enhance the amount of thennosolutal 

convection. 

The Ab3 8wt%Cu alloy was modeled as a A- 15.48wt%B alloy by shifting the 8 

phase portion of the phase diagram to zero. This aiteration is required since the program was 

developed for alloys in the hypo-eutectic range where the composition of one elernent is 

zero. The themiodynamic and transport properties used in the calculations are given in 

Table 3.1. Figure 3.2 represents the modified phase diagram used for thermal values 

pertaining to the phase diagram of the alloy. 



Table 3.1 Thamodynamic and Transport Properties used for simulations (ail properties 

1 Average Thermal Di ffusivity [rn2/s] 1 3.1 7 x 1 0" 1 

taken from DuPouy et. al. [44] uniess ohenvise noted) 

1 Latent Heat of Fusion [KglKJ] 1 320.3 1 

Property [unitsl 

Average Specific Heat of Solid [KJKg KI 1 0.959 1 

Value 

1 Thermal Expansion Coefficient [1/K] 1 10.7 x 10-~  1 

Solutal Diffisivity [m2/s] [32] 1.5 10‘~ 

Kinematic Viscosity [m2/s] [45] 
r 

1 Alloy Concentration [wt%] 1 15.48 1 

7.15 x lo4 

Equilibriurn Partition Ratio 

1 Eutectic Temperature [KI 1 821 1 

0.01 83 

1 Eutectic Concentration [wt%] 1 20.67 1 
Slope for Liquidus Line [K/wt%] 

h. 

Prandtl Nurnber 

Schmidt Number 

-3.34 

2.26 x 10-' 

4767 

Solutal Raleigh Number 
1 

Thermal Raleigh Number 

1.58 x lo4 
2.89 x lo4 



O 5 10 15 20 25 
46.65 w%Al Composition (A wt%Al) 67.32 wt?!Al 

Figure 3.2 Hyper-eutectic region of the AI-Cu phase diagrammodeleci as a hypo-eutectic 

region. 

Vertical solidification is considered in a two-dimensional re~fangullar mold of 

dimensions 0.6 cm wide by 8.9 cm tall, discretized with a mesh of 30 elements in the x 

(horizontal) direction and 80 elements in the z (vertical) direction. The solid rejects solute 

at the interface with a decay scale on the order of DR, where the refereace length scale, H, 

is 5 00 pm. The reference time r, is 0.03 5 sec., and is based on the kinematic viscosity of the 

fluid and the height of the domain. The refefeace velocity, U, is S. 12 x 104 mls, the refaence 
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concentration is Co = 15.48wtYUbAl, and the refefence temperature was taken as the freeeng 

point of the alloy (To = 838.33 K). 

A container described as above with zero tangential stress and zero vertical velocity 

imposed on the top boundary (z = HT), and no-slip at the other three boundaries was 

considered in al1 numerical simulations. The alloy was initially entirely liquid, and has a 

linear temperature distribution varying fiom To at the bottom boundary to To +GHT at the 

top boundary, with G varying fkom 1000 Wm to 3500 Wm depending on the desùed 

solidification speed. A tune dependent boundary condition was imposed at the bonorn and 

top of the domain where, 

T i ,  = a + G H r ) - r f  

and r, is the cooling rate (3.5 Wmin). 

3.6 Code Verification 

The numerical algorithm was initiaily tested by Felicelli [40] by comparing simulateci 

output against a nurnber of theoretical cases with known outcornes. One such test for the 

local solute redistribution equation given by (2.23) in section 2.4.1, a one-dimensional case 



for a Pb-lOwt%Sn alloy with constant temperature gradient and no convection. The 

calculated fiaction liquid profile was shown to follow the exact solution given by (2 -23). 

Another case involved the simulation of a Pb-6 1.9wt%Sn eutectic alloy in one-dimension 

wi th no convection. The sùnulated position of the interface during solidification 

advancement was shown to be in agreement with theoretical results. Thus, while the 

numerical mode1 was designed for dendritic alloys with an existing mushy zone, it is also 

capable of managing high fraction of liquid values near the eutectic point. 

Further studies [46] of the numerical code have revealed a few difficulties under 

certain solidification conditions. When high themal gradients are present, the mushy zone 

may become extremely small. As a consequence, only one node in the mushy zone would 

have a fraction of liquid between zero and unity, regardless of the mesh resolution. Also, 

unacceptable negative values of the total solute concentration wodd occur near the bottom 

of the domain. These results are due to solidification conditions approaching plane front 

growth. However, numerical problens associateci with high temperature gradients were not 

encountered in this research since all simulations performed fall within the dendritic regime. 

Additional code validation was perfonned at the University of Manitoba in order to 

ensure that the numerical code would aot diverge due to the initial parameters given to the 

algorithm. A number of parameters in the caldations may or may not influence the f i .  

rnorphology of the cast structure, or the final amount of segregation. 



3.6.1 Random Number Ceneration 

As mentioned in section 3.2, a random nurnber generator was used to perturb the 

concentration field at the start of solidification to induce convection. Two identical 

simulations were performed using the initiai conditions described in section 3.5, with a 

temperature gradient conesponding to 1 000 Wm, producing an initial velocity of 6 cm/hr. 

The random nurnber generator was supplied with two different seeds in order to determine 

if the initial random perturbations would have an effect on the final cast structure. Figure 3.3 

represents the concentrationdifferences due to the initiai random number generationnear the 

bottom of the domain at time equai to 0.03 seconds (1 iteration). It is evident that srnail 

perturbations are made in the ~~decirnal place for each case, with peaks and nuls occurrhg 

at different points dong the width of the cast, with different magnitudes. Fijpre 3.4 

represents the final longitudinal macrosegregation in the solid for both cases at the end of 

solidification (tirne = 5 590 seconds). It is evident h m  this figure that the h a 1  longitudinal 

macrosegregation remains comparable dong the cast, and thus the initial seed value does not 

significantly affect the final outcorne. For al1 subsequent cases, identical seeds were chosen. 



. -- . . 
O O. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

Cast Width (cm) 

Figure 3.3 Initiai random perturbations in concentration (wt%Al) with different initial 
seeds 



average concentration 
iseed = -13 - - iseed = -25 

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Distance from Chill End (cm) 

Figure 3.4 Longitudinal segregation cornparison between two identical simulations with 
different initial seeds 



3.6.2 Mesh S u e  Cornparison 

Three simulations were performed using different mesh sizes in order to determine 

the influence of mesh resolution on the development of channels, and hence segregation. 

Cornparisons were made by holding al1 initial conditions constant, and varying the number 

of nodes in the mesh. To ensure proper resolution in the domain, the elernent size must 

remain near 1 mm. With incceasing mesh resolution, the overall computational efficiency 

decreases due to the greater number of node calcdations required. However, the t h e  step 

may also increase with mesh size, thereby reducing the number of iterations in the 

simulation. 

The first case consists of a temperature gradient, G, of 1900 Kim yielding an initial 

solidification speed of 1 lcm/hr. The correspondhg reference length for this calculation 

would be on the order of 50 microns. Thus for a domain size of 6cm x 89m, the resuiting 

mesh would require 120x1780 nodes which is computationallyexpensive. To overcome this 

problem, a preliminary case consisting of 3 1 elements in the x-direction (3 1 br) b y 8 1 

elements in the 2-direction (8 1 Az) was computed, yielding a mesh resolution on the order 

of 200 microns by 1 O00 microns respectively . The cornparison case had an increased mesh 

size of 3 1 hr x 1 0 1 k. Figure 3 -5 represeats a longitudinal segregation plot of the final 

concentration of each cast structure. It is evident that both cases exhi'bit the same clifferences 

in segregation dong the cast. Hence, the 3 1 Ax x 81 & mesh size is adequate to resolve 



channels in this case, and given the CPU compilation time of 19 h o m  as opposed to 24 

hours (performed on an IBM RS 6000/590), computationdlyspeaking, the smaller mesh size 

is less tirne consurning by 25%. For slowly solidifjing simulations in the range of 5 cm/hr, 

a 25% increase in solidification time amounts to a signifiant savings in CPU t h e .  An 

addi tional test was performed by increasing the mesh resolution to 3 I h r  x 12 1 Az with linle 

effect on the resulting segregation values and channel growth. Increased computation tirnes 

do not produce more mEyningful results, and therefore a mesh size of 3 1hr  x 81& is 

sufficient. 



1 l I 1 I 1 I 1 l 
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Figure 3.5 Longitudinal segregation for two identical simulations with different mesh 
sizes 



3.7 Preliminary Simulation ResuL 

Solidification pararnetm used for initial mamsegregation simulations, dong with the 

maximum concentration diffefences are listed in Table 3.2. The concentration distributions 

along the ingot lengths are included in Appendix C. in al1 cases, the oooling rate was held 

constant whi le the temperature gradients were aitered to produce the desired solidification 

speed. Variable cooling conditions have been tested [2] with similar results irrespective of 

fixed thermal gradient and varied cooling rate, or varied themal gradient and fïxed oooling rate. 

The patterns and strengths of segregation are more influenced by the growth velocity rather 

than either the temperature gradient or cooling rate alone. The temperature gmdient has a 

stabiiizing effect since in the absence of solute, the colder fluid resides near the interface [47]. 

When cooling firom below , strong convection may develop even though the temperature 

profile is gravitationaily stable, especially when a solute that is lighter than the solvent is 

rejected to the liquid. The temperature field can be expected to limit the height of each 

convection c d ,  and will not influence convection if the arti ficial boundary is far mough fkom 

the interface. 



Table 3.2: Solidification Conditions and Maximum Concentration Difference values h m  

Macrosegregation remlts were summarized by computing the longitudinal segregation 

of each case. The nodes were averaged dong a single horizontal direction for compositional 

values in the solid. The maximum segregation values dong the domain were found for each 

case and were ploned as a function of solidificatioaspeed in Figure 3.6. As the solidification 

speed increases, maximum segregation values remain constant near 4wtY0Cu until the 

solidification speed reaches a critical velocity of 16.4 1 c&. At this speed, the maximum 

segregation values drop below Iwt%Cu and remain near these values as the solidification 

speed continues to increase. 

FEM analysis. 
Solidification 
Velocity, R [cmlhr] 

Cooiing Rate, 
r [Wmia] 

Temperatwe 
Gradient, G [Wm] 

M a ~ u m  
Concentration 
Difierence, AC [wtYo] 



0 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 

6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
Solidification Velocity (cnvhr) 

Figure 3.6 Maximum segregation versus solidification speed from FEM analysis 



3.8 Simulation Experiments 

From the data in Figure 3.6, the mling rate, temperature gradient, and solidification 

velocity parameters were selected to determine if achial experimentalresults reveal the same 

critical velocity in te= of severity of segregation. Three expeiiments were perfonned 

with the values of each chosen parameter listed in Table 3.3 for each case. These parameters 

were selected since they span the full range of segregation, and also offer relatively evm 

increments of solidification velocity. 

Table 3.3 Cooling conditions for Vdca l  Solidification Experiments 

3.8.1 Case #1: R=6cm/hr 

Test 

Experiment 1 

Ex periment 2 

As shown in Table 3.3, the alloy in Experiment #1 is subjected to a temperature 

gradient of 3500 W m  with a linear temperature distribution varying h m  890 K at the 

3.50 

3.50 

Solidification Velocity 
(-1 

Cooling Rate 
( W  

Temperature Gradient 
( K m  

- . . . . . . . . - .- 

3500 

1900 

- . . . - 

6.00 

1 1 .O0 



bo ttorn to 1 20 1 K at the top. With the tirne dependent boundary conditions prescribed, and 

employing the initial conditions, an initial solidification rate of 6 c m h  is realized. 

The sirnulateci results in Figure 3.7(a), @), and (c) represent contour plots of the 

fraction of liquid, concentration of solid, and fluid flow, respectively after 24 minutes of 

solidification. Figure 3.7(a) and 3.7@) clearly display charnel-shape penetrations of liquid 

into the mushy zone along the walls of the container at 24 minutes into solidification, along 

with a more diffuse pocket of liquid fomiing near the center of the cast. Figure 3.7(a) 

indicates a mushy zone of approximately 0.4 cm wide, which is adequate for a channel to 

form. These pockets are channels that form as a result of rernelting, caused by the flow of 

solute rich fluid within the mushy zone. F i p  3.7(b) shows that the bottorn portion of the 

cast has already produced a nmber of channel segregates. The alternathg bands of channe1 

penetrations are low in copper content (34wt%Cu), with overlaying bands of enriched 

copper content (44wt%Cu) occurring in an alrnost stepwise trend towards the sides of the 

domain. At 24 minutes into solidification, the flow velocities have not yet been inf'tuenced 

by the closed top boundary constraints. 

The fraction of liquid, concentration of solid, and fluid flow after 47 minutes of 

solidification are show in Figure 3.8(a), (b), and (c). The high initial temperature gradient 

is overcome by perturbations in the solidlliquid interface, and hence si@fi*uit concentration 

differences produce strong fluid circulation throughout the bulk liquid with magnitudes 

reaching 1 6 x 1 o4 m/s along the side walls, and within the interior channel. Two significant 

convective ceils are set up with strong upward flow occirrring dong the walls ofthe domain, 
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as well as strong lateral flow in the center of the domain near the chatmel formation. This 

strong lateral flow causes the channels to adopt their bent morphology towards the side of 

the cast instead of remaining vertical. Figure 3.8(a) details the mushy-zone advancing half- 

way up the cast, with its height remaining near 0.4 cm. Visible side channels penetrate the 

solid, with strong channel formation near the right side of the cast, and a signifiant 

depression on the left side indicating the start of another channel. Figure 3.8(b) shows the 

results of the side channels at compositions near 34wt%Cu. Because the resulting freckles 

remain high in coppercontent, the buk liquid is depleted to approximately 37wt%Cu. It is 

also evident that the strong upward fluid motion is causing the depletion of a slight difference 

in bulk concentration near the sides and top of the domain. Figure 3.8(c) indicates that the 

two convective cells have maintaineci their magnitude. However, interactions with the top 

have begun to influence the fluid flow patterns, as the main upper circulation progresses to 

3Scm fiom the mushy zone, compared with a distanceof 4.6 cm observedat 24 minutes into 

solidification. 

The fiaction of liquid after 70 minutes of solidification detailed in Figure 3.9(a), 

shows a signi ficant reduction in mushy zone width, shrinking to approximately 0.2cm fiom 

0.4 cm observed afkr 47 minutes. While the side channels still rernain, they are only about 

half the depth. The central portion of the mushy zone is now more perturbe& with multiple 

channel formations ocamhg simultaneously. The mixture concentration aven in Figure 

3.9@) shows how over the past few minutes of solidification, the morphology of the 

channels has been altered,produçing a less orderedobservance of kkles. This is due in part 
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to a nurnber of contributing factors: 

I .The bulk liquid has been reduced in composition to 3 5wt%Cu, thus approaching 

the eutectic composition. We expect much smaller local solidification àmes at the 

interface, resulting in a reduced development time for the formation of channels. 

2. Because the flow is interacting with the top boundary causing compressai fluid 

patterns, the two convective cells are not as weIl defineci as before, as shown in 

Figure 3.9(a). The flow magnituàe has dropped slightly to 12 x 1 Cf m/s, but a strong 

upward flow still remains at the side walls, as well as strong lateral flow in the center 

of the domain. 

The fluid flow magnitude remains constant until the initiation of interactions between 

the solicüliquid interface and the container top. As the solid fomis, the cooler Al-rich liquid 

is rejected fiom the mushy region, and flow patterns force this iiquid up into the cavity. 

During solidification, the bulk iiquid becornes enriched in aluminum and results in positive 

segregation due to a positive buoyancy force. As the permeability inmeases with increaPing 

liquid fiaction, there is less resistance to flow. This is the cause of the formation of strong 

plumes form the channels to the bulk liquid. Since we are deaihg with a relatively srnail 

mushy zone, the channels fiom the interior of the cast manifest tbemselves as hckles. The 

liquid near the walls is flowing upward (Figure 3.7(c), 3.8(c), 3.9(c)) and is enriched in 

aluminum (Figure 3.7(b), 3.8(b), 3.9(b)). Over tirne, it is evident that the concentration of 
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the liquid in the channels decreases with tirne since a lower concentration lowers the m g  

point. These regions will solidify last and produce localized solute depleted channels. 

Figure 3.10 shows a completely solidified ingot of the 6 cm/hr case. The alloy 

completely solidified in 94 minutes. Stmng radial segregation is observai dong the wails 

where the composition dropped to 34wt%Cu. Longitudinal macrosegregationis also evident 

fiom Figure 3.10, and is shown in Figure 3.1 1 where the average composition varies fiom 

40wt%Cu at the bottom of the cast to 34wt% near the top. The pocket like freckles have 

solidified with a lower concentration than the surrounding material. The strong positive 

segregation at the top of the mold is due to the accumulation of buoyant solute-depleted 

liquid, produced from a continuous discharge of interdendritic fluid from the channels in the 

mushy zone. The solute depletion in these regions occurs at the expense of solute-rich 

regions in the bottom and middle of the cast, and is associated with large sa l e  fluid 

circulation throughout the mushy zone, driven by solutal buoyancy. The alternating fingers 

of compositionally lighter and heavier fluids are ascending and descending to the liquid 

interface. This characterizationis a result of double-di f h i v e  convection, where the c h a ~ e l s  

are fed by dendrîtic entrainment, producing stable convective plumes. 
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Figure 3.8 Solidification of the Al-3LlwtWu alloy at R = 6 crn/hr, time = 47 minutes. (a) Fraction liquid. (b) 
Concentration o f  mixture(wt%Cu). (c) Velocity vectors overtop streamlines(m/s) 



Figure 3.9 Solidificationof the Al-38wtWu alloy at R = 6 cmlhr, time = 70 minutes. (a) Fraction liquid. (b) 
Concentration o f  mixture(wt%Cu). (c) Velocity vectors overtop streamlines (rn/s) 
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Figure 3.10 Fully solidifid Al-38wtOhCu alloy at R = 6 cm/hr, time = 94 minutes, 
concentration of solid (wt%Cu) 
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Figure 3.1 1 Longitudinal segregation of Al-38wtOhCu alloy solidified ai R=6 cm/hr 





and no channels are observeci. A diffuse region of lower solute concentration towards the 

center of the cast is all that mains. The bulk liquid maintains its composition near 

37wt%Cu. However, the strong upward flow inauences the composition, since the liquid 

ahead of the interface dong the side walls is slightly more depleted in copper. 

AAer 27 minutes, half of the cast has solidified (Figure 3.13), and a significantpocket 

of solute depleted liquid has f o m d  in the center of the cast. The solid/liquid interface has 

become more depressed in the center of the cast, with obvious plumes emanating fiom the 

side channels. The mushy zone width has remaineci constant at 0.9m. At this point during 

the solidification process, the buik liquid now varies from 36wt%Cu at the side walls to 

37wt%Cu at the interior of the cast near the interface. Strearnlines in Figure 3.13(c) are of 

the same order of magnitude as the 6 cm/hr case, where there was the formation of two 

convective cells. An important differencebetween case #1 and case #2 is that the interaction 

of the convective cells with the top of the container, occur fiom the very beguuiing of 

solidification for case #2. This interaction seems to alter the bulk liquid concentration 

distribution by causing radial variations across the cast. Lateral velocities do noi appear to 

be as strong at the solid/liquidinterface as in case #1, but the upward flow near the side walls 

is more pronounced, yielding more obvious plumes in the fraction of liquid (Figure 3.13(a)). 

As the fiuid penetrates the mushy zone, lateral flow occurs at the walls of the ingot, where 

the flow joins the side channeh and is propelled into the bulk liquid. 

Figure 3.14 illustrates the segregation after 40 minutes of solidification has been 

completed. The mushy zone has reduced in width to 0.7cm, and the depression in the center 



has grown, while the side channels continue to penetrate the solid to the same depth. The 

concentration in the solid reveals that a single large depleted zone of copper at 33 wt%Cu has 

formed at the center of the cast with the same bent morphology as that found in case #1. 

The bulk liquid has now been depletedto 35wtWu which is simila in compositionto case 

# 1 afier 75% completion of solidification. The channels do not continue to gmw vertically, 

but tum toward the side walls and attempt to join the side channels. This occurs because 

channels will always follow the strongest path of convective flow. In this case, flow is 

laterally dominant at the growth front due to the highly unstable nature of thennosolutal 

convection. Convection itself is easily pemirbed by small variations in the concentration 

field, an effect that is accentuated in liquid metals with small solutal difhsivities and smd 

viscosities. The convective cells near the top of the container are highly influenced by the 

top boundary condition, aithough the flow magnitude has not yet dropped due to their 

interactions. The 80w direction indicates diminished central flow, but with strong lateral 

tlow to the side walls. Because the system is unstable, interactions with the top wall have 

pemirbed the convective cells, and thus the convective pattern and perturbations are not 

symmetric [40]. The upward flow is produced by the buoyancy of the lighter element (Al) 

which overcomes the effect of the heavier element (Cu). 

A plot of the total concentration of the W y  solidified cast shows that there is 

segregation in the channels dong the wall and within the interior pocket, with maximum 

values near 4lwt%Cu at the bottom of the cas4 and 33wt%Cu near the top of the cast 

(Figure 3.1 5). B y doubling the solidification speed, longitudinal segregation rernains 
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relatively constant, shown in Figure 3.16, since the same flow patterns and magnitudes are 

at work. Solidification proceeds within a convection regime that is dorninated by the 

concentration field of the doying component. The isotherms remain flat and normal to the 

growth velocity because the thermal difhivity is larger than the solutd diffusivities, 

preventing the isothems fiom being affected by the convection. For example, the 6 nn/hr 

case and 1 1 cm/hr case show horizontal isothems. However, the plots of concentration 

show strong irregularities because of the solutal convection. 
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Figure 3.14 Solidificationof the AI-38wtWu alloy at R = 1 1 cmlhr, time = 40 minutes. (a) Fraction liquid. (b) 
Concentration o f  mixture(wt%Cu). (c) Velocity vectors overtop strearnlines (rn/s) 
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Figure 3.15 F ully solidified Al-3 8wtOhCu alloy at R = 1 1 cm/hr, concentration of solid 
(wt%Cu) 
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Figure 3.16 Longitudinal segregation of the Al-38wt%Cu alloy soüdified at R= I 1 c& 



3.8.3 Case #3: R=21 cmhr 

The initial temperature gradient of case #3 has been reduced to 1Oûû W m  producing 

an initial growth rate of 2 1 cm/hr. Figure 3.1 7(a), (b), and (c) illustrate segregation resul ts 

after 7 minutes. The fraction of liquid detailed in Figure 3.1 7(a) reveals that the mushy zone 

exhibits a different morphology from case #1 and case #2. In this case, the mushy zone is 

distributed linearly in the vertical direction, with a width of approximately 1.6cm, and there 

is no evidence of side chmel formation, or any internai changes in interface shape. The 

concentration contour plot (Figure 3.17(b)) indicates that the mushy zone takes on a 

minuscule difference in concentration compared to the buk liquid. Since no side channels or 

intemal channels have been set up, there is no evidence of fkeckle formation at the onset of 

solidification. The initiai temperature gradient was not adequate enough to set up a thermal 

fluid field in front of the interface. Figure 3.17(c) indicates a single clockwise flow field with 

a magnitude a few ordea less than the previous two cases, with no upward flow ocamhg 

at the side walls. Comparing this flow field to case #1 and caseW2, stagnation has occurred, 

and since convective flow drives the rejection of aluminum rich Liquid into the bulk region, 

the bulk concentration has not been altered &om its nominal composition. Also, the fluid 

flow is not strong enough to penetrate the mushy zone and aiter the interface shape. 

Figure 3.18(a) indicates the case &er 15 minutes of solidification has been 

completed. The mushy zone has advanced half way up the cast and no change in width or 



morphology is evident. The concentration of mixture plot (Figure 3.18(b)) reveals minor 

changes in concentration occurxing at the initial transient, with the bdk liquid remainùig at 

the nominal composition. There is no change in local solidification t h e ,  and therefore the 

local fi-eezing temperature is not altered. It is expected that solidification will evolve 

undisturbed throughout the rest of the simulation. The plot of flow velocity in Figure 

3.1 8 (c) shows how the fluid flow remains exclusive1 y lateral in nature, but with magnitudes 

no greater than 12x10~ d s .  Evolution of the fluid circulation involves the compression of 

separate flow fields as the solicUüquid interface moves up the cast. This is due to the 

interactions with the top bounday condition. AAer 75% of the solidification process has 

been completed (Figure 3.19), the mushy zone has advanced to the top 113 portion of the 

cast, with no change in width, and no significant perturbations. The concentration of solid 

in the cast also remains at the nominal composition of 38wt%Cu with no significant charnel 

or fieckle formations. 

As solidification progresses, the fluid field becornes more stagnant. The effect of 

these velocities on the solidlliquid interface becornes apparent in the interface morphology 

observed in the previous two cases. Channel formation is highly dependent on the initial 

thermal conditions. For such a fast solidification condition, Figures 3.17 to 3.19 show that 

although the mushy zone has increased to approximately 1.6 cm, no significant channels or 

perturbations penetrate the mushy zone. The flow is not strong enough to overcome the 

stabilizing temperature gradient, and no solute plumes rising iato the overlying liquid were 

observed. Thus, a non-existent solutal boundary layer is set up in front of the interface, and 
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there is no density inversion due to perturbation growth. The concentration in the liquid 

rernains near the initial concentrationthroughout solidification. The nnal concentrationin the 

solid is shown in Figure 3.20, and indicatesno evidenceof charme1 formationor concentration 

diflerences of any kind throughout the cast. Hence, Figure 3.21 reveals no longitudinal 

macrosegregation whatsoever. 
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Figure 3.19 Solidificationof the Al-38wtO/oCu alloy at R = 2 1 crn/hr, time = 21 minutes. (a) Fraction liquid. (b) 
Concentration of rnixture(wt%Cu). (c) Velocity vectors overtop streamlines ( d s )  



Figure 3.20 Fully solidified Al-38wtOhCu alloy at R = 21 cm/hr, concentration of solid 
(wt%Cu) 
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CHAPTER IV 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 

nie validation of the cornputer code, through the cornparison of simulated data 

with experimental results, is essential for the detemination of morphologies and 

segregation profiles. By having accurate models of solidification processes, predictable 

simulations will reduce the amount of trial and error practices that are made in the 

foundry industry today. More insight may be achieved into the mechanisms of 

convective phenornena 

4.2 Preparation of Aiioys 

Experimental alloys were prepared by adding the appropriate amount of 

alurninum (Al-99.99%) and copper (Cu-99.99%). The copper component was cut into 

111 6 inch pellets, and washed in a 25% Nitnc acid solution before melting to reduce 

surface oxidation and eliminate as many impurities as possible. The aluminum component 

was placed in an induction funiace and brought up to 900 OC. Once the aluminum was 



molten, the copper pellets were added while continuously rnixing the slurry for 

approxirnately one minute. The temperature was held constant at 900 O C  for 10 minutes 

to allow the copper to completely dissolve in the aluminm. The temperature was 

lowered to 800 OC, and the alloy was m e r  mixed by pouring the melt back and forth 

between crucibles. The alloy was then degassed by bubbling dry argon through the melt 

for 5 minutes. The top surface slag was skimmed off and the rernaining melt was poured 

into a ceramiclgraphite cylindrical rnold with dimensions of 6mm in diameter by 89mm in 

height, and allowed to air cool. Weight rneasurements indicate that the alloy composition 

was Al-3 7.8wt%Cu, which is adequate for cornparison to the numerical calculations 

performed. Three samples were prepared €rom the same batch to ensure chemicai 

homogeneity. The primary phase morphology, concentration, and fluid velocity 

parameters outlined in Chapter 3 were examined in each of the three experiments. 

4.3 Experimental Apparatus 

For the unidirectional solidification experiments performed, a 28 volt DC, three 

zone gradient-fieeze QUESTS fumace was used. The h a c e  can provide various cooling 

rates for three diflerent heating/cooling zones. It has significant advantages over other 

solidification methods because the cooling rate and thermal gradients can be controlled 

closely, producing a relatively plana. isotherm at the position of the interface. A 
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cross-sectional view of the gradient funiace is s h o w  in Figure 4.1. 

The gradient h a c e  has three individual Kanthal windings dong a ceramic 

winding former. To allow control of each of the windings, a themocouple is located next 

to each winding on the inside of the former. Three ûmega programmable temperature 

controllen were wired to the f b c e s  three zones. (Omega CN-2010 series). The 

controllers raise, hold, and lower the temperature in each of the zones (running on 120 

volts AC). The alloys were placed in a cffdmic capsule, fastened at one end with a 

graphite plug that screwed into the aluminum base plate (heat sink), to allow 

unidirectional cooling, while the top end contained a graphite plug to contain the sample. 

Expetiments were conducted by setting ai l  zones to 800 O C ,  thereby melting the 

alloy in the capsule. When melting was complete, the h a c e  and capsule assembly was 

shaken by hand to eliminate any inhomogeneities which may have resulted from melting. 

Following agitation, the temperature gradient in the h a c e  was established by setting the 

temperatures in the three zones. Once the temperature gradients were established, 

solidification was initiated. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of the QUESTS fimace 



4.4 Microstructural Analysis 

Following completion of solidification, the specimens were sectioned 

longitudinally and transversely to allow examinations of the microstructure. All samples 

were mounted in bakelite, ground on 600 grade Sic paper, followed by an intexmittent 

polishing with a diamond paste of 6 microns, 1 micron, 114 micron, and a final polish with 

colloidal silica of less than .O5 microns. Samples were etched by immersing them in 

Keller s reagent (9Sûm.i H20, 351111 HCI, l5mi HF), and dried using ethanol. Visual 

examinations were performed under a NIKON optical microscope, a IEOL-840 scanning 

electron microscope, and a JEOL JSM-5900 LV scanning electron microscope. 

4.5 Macrosegregation Analysis 

Macrosegregation of the solute element (Cu) was detennined as a function of the 

distance from the chi11 face by using energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) in the 

scanning electron microscope. To confimi results, longitudinal and transverse samples 

were subject to a volume fraction analysis using a LEITZ image analyzer. The volume 

fraction was determined for the 0 phase and eutectic phase, and converted to their 

respective concentrations using the average densities of each phase. 

Longitudinal sections of al1 sarnples were polished (without etching) and subjected 

to an EDS analysis by exposing an area of lm x 6mm every 5mrn dong the sample. Ail 

analysis were performed with an accelerating voltage of ZOKeV, a constant probe curent, 
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a machine dead t h e  of 25%, and an aquisition tirne of 120 seconds. Each area was 

analyzed three times, and the results were averaged. The accuracy of the measurements is 

given by the maximum difference between the highest and lowest value for a given area 

The absolute accuracy of the results may only be about fi% due to the use of pre- 

defined intemal standards associated with the scanning electron microscope. However, 

only relative concentrations are required to determine the extent of segregation and 

therefore the sarnples themselves are in effect standards. In other words, the relative 

concentration will be accurate to about +/- 0.5 wt%. 

4.6 Cooling C baracteristics 

The ternperature recordings h m  the three experirnents obtained h m  the 

QUESTS fumace are shown in Figures 4.2-4.4. For experimental and simulated data, 

cooling rates, and temperature gradients were taken at 6 evenly distributed points 

throughout the solidification process. Table 4.1 lists the avexage mling rates, 

temperature gradients, and growth velocities obtained through expehent and simulation. 

Comparing the data in each table, simulated and experimental results are shown to be 

equivalent. As solidification progresses, the cooling rate, temperature gradient, and 

growth conditions will change due to concentration ciifferences occiarllig in the bulk 

liquid, which alter the rnelting and fkeezing temperatures of the alloy. Solidification 

growth will increase as solidification progresses, and is confïrmed in both the simulated 



and experimental results in Table 4.1. 



Table 4.1 (a) Average Experimentai vs. Simulated themal histories for the R=6 cmlhr 
case. 

1 Zone 1 ~ c a i a l  Simulated - Actual 
Cooling Rate Temp. 

(K/mh) Gradient 
( K m  

Cooling 
Rate 

Table 4.l(b) Average Experimental vs. Simulated thermal histones for the R= 1 l cm/hr 
case. 

Simulated 
Cooling Rate 

(W&) 

Actual 1 ZoNE 1 Cooling Actual 
Temp. 

Gradient 
Wm) 

1 1 Rate 

Middle 1 3.48 

Table 4.1 (c) Average Experimental vs. Simulated thermal histories for the R=2 1 & 
case. 
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Figure4.2 CoolingCurveforExperiment#l,R=6rrn/hr 
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Figure 4.3  Cooling Curve for Experiment #2, R=l 1 c m h  
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Figure 4.4 Cooling Curve for Experiment #3, R=21 cm/hr 



4.7 Experimental Results 

The three sarnples were sectioned longitudindy to malyze along the direction of 

solidification. For al1 three experiments, development of the AlzCu primary 0 phase was 

observed in a eutectic matrix, fiom the very beginning of solidification along the growth 

direction of the longitudinal sections. Figures 4.6-4.8 exhibit the longitudinal sections of 

the three experiments performed, and Figures 4.9-4.1 1 illustrate the transverse sections of 

the same samples. Most of the 0 phase is aligned in a specific direction as a result of the 

unidirectional solidification procas. The direction and size of the thexmal m e n t  was 

controlled by the QUESTS fiimace, and was parallel to the growth direction of the 

growing phase. Signifiant differences on the macroscopic level along the casts, as well as 

differences on the morphological scale were observeci when cornparing the longitudinal 

microstmctures. 

4.7.1 Macrostructure of the Specimeas 

The eutectic constituent was more dominant in the 6 c m h  case near the top of 

the ingot (Figure 4.6~). The amount of eutectic in the finai transient stage decreases as the 

solidification rate increasa. Because the growth direction of the faceted phase is 

determined by specific crystallographic orientations and is not necessarily parallel to the 



heat flux, irregular eutectic growth is observed in al1 three cases. For the 6 c m h  case and 

11 c m h  case, directionality of the 0 phase develops as solidification progresses, 

indicated by the orientation difference of the 0 phase in the bottom and middle sections of 

Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. On the 0 t h  hand, the 2 1 c m h  case exhibits directionality 

immediately upon solidification, as is evident f?om al1 three longitudinal sections in Figure 

4.8. Of significance at the macroscopic level is that there is no significant channels 

present in any of the longitudinal or transverse sections. In some cases, it was noticed 

that 0 phase directionaiity tumed toward the side walls. However, previous experimental 

research [4, 441 has indicated minimal charme1 fornation for Al-40wt%Cu alloys 

solidified under similar conditions, where channel formation occurred only near side walls, 

and without significant length compared to the cast dimensions (see Figure 4.5). 

Figure 4.5 Channel segregates observecl on ross-sections of the Ai-4ûwt%Cu alloy 
solidified at R= 4.5 cm/hr. [44] 



4.7.2 Morphology of  the Specimens 

The particles of 8 phase become more elongated with increasing distance from the 

chi11 face, evident in al1 three cases by comparing bottom sections (Figure 4.6(a)-4.8(a)) to 

top section (Figure 4.6(c)-4.8(c)) of the same experiment. Along with an increase in 

elongation is an increase in facet tendencies as solidification progresses. Figure 4.8(a) 

exhibits rounded side branches near the bottom (start) of the cast, and Mly developed 

facets at the top. This occurrence is not as prevalent for the 6 cm/hr case and 1 1 cmhr 

case. For the 2 1 c rnh  case, it was found that dendrite amis were present near the bottom 

of the cast, but the dendrite a m  disappeared with the progression of solidification 

(Figures 4.8a and 4.1 1 a). The orientations of the primary 0 phase near the bottom of the 

longitudinal samples are more random than those observed near the top of the ingots. 

A cornparison of the transverse structures, shows that all cases start with more 

rounded primaries which Iead to a smooth faceted structure. The branching of side amis 

is diminished with advancement up the cast. Previous experiments [4] have compared the 

effect of solidification velocity on the morphology of hyper-eutectic Al-Cu alloys. It was 

found that as the growth rate increaseû, there was a tendency toward a more dendritic 

microstructure. These properties can also be observed in Figures 4.6-4.1 1. For instance, 

there is side branching of the longitudinal bottom sections as the solidification rate 

inmeases (Figure 4.6(a) 4.8(a)). The upper sections of Figures 4.9 to 4.1 1 exhiiit 

progression fkom faceted to siightiy-faceted primaries, while the rniddle sections reveal no 
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such trend. in the 21 cmfhr case, the bottom sections ali remain rounded with slight side 

branching. Significant differences were observed regarding the distribution and size of 8 

phase primaries. With an increase in solidification, the distribution of 8 phase becornes 

more uniform for transverse microstnictures (6 cm/hr, and 1 lcm/hr case). 
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Figure 4.6 Longitudinal Sections of 
Experiment #1, R = 6 cm/hr 
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Figure 4.7 Longitudinal Sections of 
ExpeMnent #2, R = 1 1 cm/hr 
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Figure 4.8 Longitudinal Sections of 
Expairnent #3, R = 2 1 cmhr 



Figure 4.9 Transverse Microstructures of the R=6crn/hr case 
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Figure 4.10 Transverse Microstnictlires of the R=l 1 cm/hr case 
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Figure 4.1 1 Transverse Microstructures of the R=2 1 cmfhr case 
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4.7.3 Macrosegregation of the Specimens and Comparison to Simulations 

For the experirnents performed in this research, segregation data obtained 

experimentally and through simulation may be compared directly, as both methods 

produce segregation results which are easily quantifiable. In ternis of the underlying 

structure of materials, the cornputer simulations neglect such aspects as grain structure, 

dendntic vernis faceted growth, and the transition between the two. Simulations strictly 

focus on how fluid flow affects the solidliiquid interface morphology, and the effects 

leading to channel formation. To compare structures, the differences between 

composition, or the formation of channels is the only indicator. 

4.7.3.1 Case #1: R=6 cmhr 

The macrosegregation data show in Figure 4.12 illustrates the copper content as a 

function of the distance fkom the chill face, obtained by employing EDS analysis for the 6 

cmihr case, dong with the simulation data fiom Chapter 3. Figure 4.13 compares 

macrosegregation data taken fiom the LEITZ image analyzer with data taken fiom EDS 

analysis. The results indicate that segregation of copper ocmed.  The solute (Cu) 

concentration is higher at the chill face and gradually decreases as the sample solidifies 

further. For the 6 cm/hr case, the copper content begms near 3wt%Cu above nomiaal, 

and constantly decreases until the solid/liquid intdace advances 5 an up the cast. At 



that point, decreases drastically for the last half of solidification down to the eutectic 

composition. 

The experimental and simulated data correspond very well in terms of the 

observed trend, except near the initial transient where the simulated data does not show a 

large increase in composition. Differences cm be attributed to the limiting assumptions 

made by the numerical method in that there are no shrinkage effects taken into account, 

and al1 solid formations must remain stationary. As long as convective efiects influence 

the solid/liquid interface, nucleation sites will flow into the bulk liquid altering the 

distribution of the 8 phase throughout the cast. Overall, simulated and experirnental 

results for the 6 cm/hr are in good agreement. Comparing EDS analysis with image 

analysis techniques in Figure 4.13 reveals that the two methods produce relatively equal 

results with more than 50% of data points in agreement Similar trends between the two 

techniques are observed indicating maximum segregation values of 3.5 wt%Cu 

During solidification, Al is rejected fiom the dendritic array. This causes a higher 

concentration of copper in regions that solidifi earlier, as well as a decrease in bulk 

concentration. For the hyper-eutectic Al-Cu system, the fwst solidified 0 phase is heavier 

than the bulk liquid. Gravis, pulls the heavier phase down to the chill bottom, increasing 

the average composition of copper in the lower portions of the ingot. In the hyper- 

eutectic Al-Cu region, the interdendritic liquid becornes enriched in Al down to the 

eutectic composition (33.2wtNCu). The density of the bulk liquid at the interface is 



lower than the 0 phase. Thus, there is a density inversion throughout the solidniquid 

region that causes the less dense liquid to rise. Consequently, buoyancy effects lead to a 

higher copper content at the lower region of the ingot. Shrinkage effects tend to reverse 

the above effect, so the predominant cause of segregation depends on the observed 

p henomena. 
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Figure 4.13 Cornparison of longitudinal segregation between EDS analysis and image 
analysis, R = 6 nnmi. 



4.7.3.2 Case #2: R = I l  cmlbr 

A cornparison of sirnulated and experimental results for the 11 cm/hr case is 

shown in Figure 4.1 4. Figure 4.1 5 compares macrosegregation data taken f?om the LE ITZ 

image analyzer with data taken from the EDS analysis. Figure 4.14 indicates maximum 

segregation values on the order of 3.5 wt%Cu,. As the growth rate inmeases, the amount 

of macrosegregation should decreases due to both gravity and buoyancy effects. 

Specifically, the amount of time available for the flow decreases with an increase in 

growth rate. The 6 cm/hr case and 1 1 cmnir simulations possess similar velocity profiles, 

indicating that segregation effects due to convection will be of comparable proportions. 

Shnnkage and nominal composition ciifferences may have played a role in the agreement 

of results. 

The first noticeable difference is between the initial transient compositions. The 

simulateci data reveals an initial transient difference of 2wt%Cu n e .  0.75 cm h m  the 

chill surface, while the experimental results show the exact same trend but further dong 

the cast at 2 cm fiorn the chi11 face. Another noticeable difference is the overall 

composition difference between the experimental and sirnulated data. The experimentai 

values are generally lower by 0.5 -l.Owt%Cu. This may be due to a slightly lower 

nominal composition. In general, the data is comparable, especially near the end of 

solidification. Figure 4.1 5 reveals that more than 80% of data points are in agreement 



between the EDS analysis and image anal y sis methods. 

3 4 5 
Distance fm Chill Face (cm) 

Figure 4.14 Cornparison of Longitudinal Segregation between Numerical and 
Expamental Data, R= 1 lcm/hr. 
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Figure 4.15 Cornparison of longitudinal segregation between EDS analysis and image 
analysis techniques, R=l 1 cm/hr. 



4.7.3.3 Case #3: R = 21 cmhr 

An increase in growth rate, of 21 c m k  could have a pronounced effect on the 

longitudinal segregation. Figure 4.16 indicates the longitudinal segregation for experiment 

#3 along with simulated results fkom Chapter 3. Figure 4.17 compares macrosegregation 

data taken from the LEITZ image analyzer with data taken fiom the EDS analysis. 

Longitudinal segregation values fluctuate a great deal for the EDS plot, with compositions 

ranghg between 34wt%Cu and 4lwt%Cu, and no significant trend from the chill end to 

the top of the cast. A linear trendline cornparison between the data indicates that the 

resulting longitudinal segregation is on the order of 1 wt%Cy a decrease over the other 

experiments, but within experimental mor  of the simulated &ta. Figure 4.17 shows good 

agreement between EDS analysis and Snage analysis techniques with more than 67% of 

data points falling within experimentai error. Depending on the strength of convection 

and the amount of time for nucleation and growth of the 0 phase, small nucleation sites 

may have moved into the bulk liquid by convection currents. This would result in a more 

even distribution of nucleation sites, and a lack of channel growth. As fluid flow becomes 

less prominent, the lack of convective cells allows latget dendrites to grow. The resulting 

change in growth morphology influenced the longitudinal segregation results along the 

ingot. 



Figure4.16 Cornparison of Longitudinal Segregation between Numericd and 
Expexmental Data, R=2 l crnlhr. 
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Figure 4.17 Cornparison of longitudinal segregation between EDS analysis and image 
analysis techniques, R=2 1 &. 



The maximum segregatioas for the experimental ingots solidified at rates of 6, 1 1, 

and 21 rrn/hr are compared with the values calculate. by cornputer simulation in Figure 

4.18. The experimental resdts show a decrease in segregation between solidification rates 

of 11 and 21 cm/hr which generally agree with the simulation resuits. However, the 

experimental results indicate that for the 2 1 rrn/hr ingot the maximum segregation remains 

at 1.5 wt%Cu while the simulateci results for the sarne solidification rate indicates near 

O w t %  segregation. The simulation results do not consider the possibility of a laterai 

temperature gradient that, as dernonstrated in the foUowing section, can have a significant 

effect on the longitudinal concentration distribution. 
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Figure 4.18 Maximum concentration difierence between experimental and simulated 
results without a lateral temperature gradient applied. 



4.7.3.4 Effect of Lateral Heat Flow 

The effect of heat flow between the casting and the fumace is studied in the next 

examples. During actual solidification experùnents, it is difficult to maintain perfectly 

insulated side walls. An arbitrary temperature gradient of 100 W m  was imposed at the 

side walls to sirnulate heat exîraction fiom the mold. For al1 three simulations, the mushy 

zone adopts a convex shape towards the bulk liquid. An effect that may inhibit channel 

formation, and promote faceting. Side channel formation is delayed until M e r  up the 

cast, and interior pockets are less pronounced than with the perfectly insulated cases. 

Comparing longitudinal segregation results with experimental data reveals that the 

segregation profile for the 6 cm/hr case remains relatively the same (Figure 4.19), while 

the I I rrn/hr case shows better correlation between results (Figure 4.20). Specifidy, 

the initial transient of both experiment and simulation are of equal magnitude, while the 

slight shift in position may be due to shrinkage effects not taken into acwunt by the 

simulation. The largest departue fiom previous simulation occurs with the 21 cdhr case 

(Figure 4.21). The perfectly insulated case revealed no signifiant segregation or channel 

formation. Lateral heat flow effects have caused side wall channe1 formation in the upper 

portion of the cash dong with minor fieckle formation in the interior of the mold. Lateral 

temperature gradients have a pronouacd eflect on the mushy zone of the 2 1 cmhr case 

due to its large width compared to the 6 cm/hr and 1 1 cm/hr case. The 100 k/m 

temperature gradient rnay be overstated for the 21 cm/hr case since the faster 
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solidification rate may not allow such sigaificant heat extraction to occur in such a short 

period of time. 

Further simulations were performed to detennine the effect of varying lateral 

temperature gradients on the finai segregation profile for the 21 cm/hr case. Figure 4.22 

compares maximum segregation versus increasing lateral temperature gradients. For 

applied lateral ternperature gradients between O and 25 Wm, there is nearly no difierence 

in longitudinal segregation compareci to initiai simulations where the effect of lateral 

temperature gradients were ignored. Between 25 Wm and 75 Wm, a significant increase 

in segregation is observed up to 2.5 wt%Cu. As the lateral temperature gradient is fùrther 

inaeased beyond 100 Wm, maxilnurri segregation gradually decreases. It is possible that 

the 3 1 cm/hr experiment experienced a laterai temperature gradient near 50 W m  (only 0.5 

Wcm) since EDS analysis techniques indicate maximum segregation values near 1.5 

wt%Cu. Laterai temperature gdients near 200 W m  also produced longitudinal 

segregation values near 1.5 wt%Cu, but it seerns unrealistic that such a significant gradient 

would occur during a well insulateci, short duration experiment. 
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Figure 4.19 Cornparison of longitudinal segregation between EDS analysis and 

modified simulation experiments with a lateral temperature gradient 
irnposed on the side walls of 100 Wm, R=6 cmh. 
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Figure 4.20 Cornparison of longitudinal segregation between EDS analysis and 
modifieci simulation experimmts with a laterai temperature gradient 
imposed on the side w d s  of 100 Wm, R=l i cdhr. 
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Figure 4.2 1 Cornparison of longitudinal segregation between EDS analysis and 

modified simulation expeMnents with a lateral temperature gradient 
imposed on the side walls of 100 Wrn, R=21 cm/hr. 
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Figure 4 3 2 Maximum longitudinal segregation versus increasing lateral temperature 
gradient for the R= 2 1 c m ,  simulation. 



4.7.3.5 Critical Velocity Determination 

With an increase in the solidification velocity, the overall longitudinal segregation 

decreases, a trend observed in al1 three cases. Figure 4.23 shows the maxilnum segregation 

values established fiom both experimental and simulated results. The 6 cmh experiment 

exhibited maximum segregation values of 3.5wt%Cu, m g  weli with the simulated 

data. The 11  an/hr experiment showed maximum segregation values on the order of 

3.5wt%Cu, agreeing well with simulated resuits. Analysis of the 2 1 cm/hr experiment 

revealed maximum segregation values on the order of 1.5wt%Cu, while simulated 

segregation data revealed less than O.Swt%Cu. This decrease can be attributed to altered 

gravity and buoyancy effects caused by an increase in growth rate. Although individual 

values Buctuated greatly, there was only a slight solute gradient dong the cast. By 

ern plo ying a lateral temperature gradient of 50 Klm, the longitudinal segregation resul ts 

for the 21 rrn/hr case are in better agreement, with a signifiant increase in observed 

segregation. The overall results show that actual segregation trends do not decrease as 

drastically as the simulated data indicated. Future KC- 1 3 5 research flights would benefit 

flom experiments at thermal conditions between 1 1 crn/hr and 16 &. 
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Figure 4.23 Maximum segregation vs. growth velocity for the simulated data (with 
lateral temperature gradient) as comparai to the experimentai results. 



4.8 Forces Resulting from Fluid Flow 

It has been suggested [48] that convective mixing in ground based experiments 

tend to break off the dendrite amis of the 0 phase, and distribute them throughout the 

melt to provide nuclei for the growth of more 0 phase particles. Convection induced 

shear flow was compared with the strength of the material by assuming that the force 

required to break the dendrites is comparable to that produced by the shear flow at the 

solid/liquid interface. Previous analysis have shown that calculateci flow veloci ties of 1 .O 

x IO-' m/s are insufficient to cause breakage of dendrite amis, and are far too weak to 

disrupt the bonding process driring solidification [37]. Flow velocities used in the above 

analysis were approximated by, 

In equation (4.1 ), Sc is the Schmidt n u m k  given by [37], 

and Gr of (4.1) is the Grashof number given by, 



In equation (4.3) L is the characteristic system size taken as the prirnary dendrite arm 

spacing. Shulated data f h n  Chapter 3 and experimental data fiom Chapter 4 show 

similar trends in segregation curves. Since a d  flow velocities are difficult to calculate 

during solidification of liquid metals, the simulateci flow data will be used to detemine if 

dendrite detachment is possible for Ai-Cu alloys under the solidification conditions 

presented here. 

For upward vertical solidification in unit gravity, the solute rejected into the iiquid 

from the A12Cu dendrites will reduce the density of the interface liquid and result in 

significant convective flows. For the simutated data, these flow patterns were observed at 

lower solidification rates (6 cm/hr and 11 cmh). The stress acting on a cylindricai 

dendrite a m  of radius r and length, i=4r is given by [37], 

where Fd is the force acting on a cylindrical dendrite arm due to fluid flow. 

By determining the shear flow at the soliâiliquid interface for the three 

experiments in Chapter 3, an insight into the morphology and segregation results may be 

realized. Al1 maximum velocity vaîues o c c d  within 1 to 5 rows of the solid liquid 

interface; hence these velocities have a direct influence on the shape of the solidiliquid 

interface. The exact maximum velocity values dong with the solidification times, and 

bending stress values as a Nnction of dencirite radius are given in Table 4.2. 



Even for dendrite arms with very small radius on the order of microns, this 

bending stress reaches only ZOO0 Pa, which is much less than the expected strength for 

A12Cu of about 50 MPa at high temperatures near the melting point [37]. Maximum 

velocity values are greater than previously calculated results by a factor of 10 for the 6 

c m h  and 1 1 rrn/hr case. This ciifference proves to be insignificant since very small radii 

are still needed to produce significant bending stresses. Thus, hydrodynarnic forces are 

insufficient to cause breakage of dendrite arms under the present solidification conditions. 

Convective mOang promoted the dilution of the melt at the interface and increased the 

instability. Since the growth of the 0 phase is diffusion controlled, increased convective 

mixing favon the formation of a faceted morphology. 

Table 4.2 Bending Stresses found using Maximum flow velocities from simulated 
experiments. 

Bending Stress, a 
[Pa] 

2200 

2100 

50 

Solidification Rate, V 
[ h l  

6.0 
11.0 

21 .O 

Maximum Flow Velocity 
[m/sI 

3.75 105 

3.59 x 105 

8.77 x 10 " 



CHAITER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The solidification behavior of hyper-eutectic Al-38wt%Cu alloy was 

experimentally examined under various solidification conditions. Concurrently, 

numerical calculations were peiformed using a mathematical mode1 of denciritic 

solidification of alloys subjected to thermosolutal convection. The following conclusions 

have been drawn f?om simulation results: 

(a). Channels fonn during the growth of the mushy zone under solidification 

conditions with growth rates less than 16 cmlhr. The shape of the channels varies 

from small pockets of interdendritic liquid near the center of castings, to long 

penetrations at the cast walls. 

(b). Channels are suppressed near the bottom of castings when lateral 

temperature gradients are applied to the cast; due in part to the convex solidAiquid 

interface morphology relative to the bu& liquid. 

(c). The liquid within the channels is depleted in solute, resulting in 

considerable segregation after complete solidification. 



(d). The convection is driven mainly by the solute field (as opposed to the 

thermal field), where solute accumulation produces potential channels of upward 

flow. 

Experimental results revealed the followhg: 

(e). The morphology of the N,Cu primaries showed a transition fiom non- 

faceted to faceted crystals with decreasing growth rate. 

(f). The presence of convective mixing at lower growth rates increased 

instability of the solidlliquid interface, promoting the faceted 8 phase 

morphology. 

(g). The movernent of nucleation sites due to n a d  convection may account 

for the lack of channels observed in experiments as compared to simulation. 

(h). Longitudinal macrosegregation decreased with increasing growth rate due 

to gravity, phase change effects, and buoyancy effects. Segregation results for 

both experiment and simulation are in agreement on a macroscopic level at lower 

growth rates. 

Ln the future, development of the numerical mode1 should be expanded to include 

a nurnber of effects including shrinkage, nucleation site distribution into the melt, and the 
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effect of faceted structures. A three-dimensional model has been developed in an attempt 

to quanti@ freckle size and charme1 dimensions, but is restricted to domain sizes much 

smaller than in this study. Determining experimental conditions where chamel growth in 

A M  8wt%Cu is dominant would highly benefit comp~sons  with simulation. 

Segregation studies would benefit from future KC- 135 research flights to compare 

solidification parameters in the ''transition zone" between I I  cm/hr and 16 A 

better understanding of gravity effects could be included in the numerical model. 
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APPENDIX A 

ANALYTICAL MICROSEGREGATION SOLUTION 

The following analytical solution has been proposed by Kobayashi [28] as an 

exact solution to the microsegregation problem, 

where the parameten {, p, 8 q and U are defined as follows, 



APPENDIX B 

GOVERNING EQUATIONS USED BY THE FINITE ELEMENT 

PROGRAM 



X-momentum eauation 

Z-momenturn eauation 

E n e r g  equation 

Solute concentration 



Latent Heat 



LONGITUDINAL SEGREGATION PROFILES FROM FEM 
ANALYSIS 
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Figure C.l Longitudinal segregation of the Al-38wt%Cu alloy solidified at R=6c&. 
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Figure C.2 Longitudinal segregation of the Al-38wt%Cu alloy solidified at 
R=l lcmihr. 
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Figure C.3 Longitudinal segregation of the Al-38wt%Cu alloy solidified at R= 12.46 
cm/hr. 
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Figure C.4 Longitudinal segregation of the Al-38wt%Cu alloy solidified at R= 16.15 
cm/hr. 
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C.5 Longitudinal segregation of the Al-3 8wt%Cu alloy solidified at R= 16.28 
cm/hr. 
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Figure C.6 Longitudinal segregation of the Al-38wtWu alloy solidified at R= 16.34 
cm/hr. 
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Figure C.7 Longitudinal segregation of the Al-38wt%Cu alloy solidified at R= 16.41 
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Figure C.8 Longitudinal segregation of the Al-38wt%Cu alloy solidified at R= 16.6 
cm/hr. 
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Figure C.9 Longitudinal segregation of the Al-38wt%Cu alloy solidified at R= 17.07 
cm/hr. 
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Figure C.10 Longitudinal segregation of the Al-38wtOhCu dloy solidified at R= 1 8. L O 
cm/hr. 
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Figure C.l l  Longitudinal segregation of the Al-38wt%Cu alloy solidified at R= 20.29 
cm/hr. 
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FigureC.12 Longitudinal segregation of the Al-38wt%Cu alloy solidified at 




